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Better warning called for
CALVERT CITY, Ky.(AP) —
Livingston
County
JudgeExecutive Joe Ward and Westlake
manager Jerry Farmer say a warning system needs to be revised to
avoid again leaving Livingston
County residents with little notice
of a chemical release.
Ward and Farmer say the system should allow either Marshall
County or neighboring Livingston
County to activate sirens in the
event of a release.
A fire and chemical release at
the western Kentucky. chemical
company Tuesday afternoon did
_not injure anyone.
' Several hundred people in
Livingston County reportedly were._ in the direct path of the cloud of
toxic chemicals. Ward said the levels apparently were low enough
not to cause serious health problems.
Currently, Marshall County
activates the sirens simultaneously
for both counties. Marshall County
officials said they didn't pull the
switch because the prevailing wind
didn't threaten Calvert City.
"Our primary concern is that we
had a breakdown in communication there," Ward said,"It was bad
enough for the few people it affected, but the numbers could've been
a great deal larger."
Debbie York, coordinator of the
Marshall County Office of
Emergency Management, said a
group of about 16 plant and public
officials decided not to sound the
sirens because the cloud was
expected to dissipate. But it quickly drifted northeast into Livingston
County, where people were working in remote river-bottom areas.
"I think if it had been going
toward Calvert City, definitely the
alarms would've been set off,"
Ward said. "But we have people in
our county who were cutting timber. If the sirens had been set off,
that would have warned them and
they'd have seen the cloud coming
instead of not until it was already
on them."
Ward said changing the system
is imperative because the wind
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School supers
concerned
over mandated
teacher raises
said.
He said one of the saving graces
to this is that federal funding may be
increased. "The governor is telling
us that there might be some increase
in federal funds; we just don't
know," he said.
Rogers also said, according to the
governor's plan, the districts will no
longer be receiving funding from the
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Supporting Educational Excellence
Staff Writer
. fund. .
GRAND RIVERS, Ky. -- The for Kentucky
Although,
he said this fund had
governor's proposed plan fqr mandated pay increases for teacher has been dwindling, this means a loss of
superintendents more than a little $5.7 Million,. "It averages to be $122
per child for the past eight years,
concerned.
which we won't be receiving anyAt a forum yesterday, western
more," Rogers said.
Kentucky superintendents gathered
Another point he made was in the
to discuss what the governor's plan
state constitution there are already
would mean for their local school
two laws that mandate teacher raises
districts. Bob Rogers, legislative
determined by their rank and years
chairman for the Western Kentucky
of experience. He said the total
Education Cooperative, said what it
could mean is a loss of jobs, pro- amount from Western Kentucky districts for these raises is close to $4
grams, and possibly an increase in
million a year. Between the revenue
taxes.
from I percent increases from SEEK
According to the governor's plan,
and the rank and experience increasteachers and state employees will
es, the districts are spending almost
receive a mandated 2.7 percent
1.5 percent of their revenue.
increase each year for the next bien"Every year we are mandated to
nium. The general fund will cover spend 1.43
percent for every I perthe raises for state employees, but
cent we receive," Rogers said. "For
not for teachers until into the second
anyone to say we need to mandate
year.
salaries, they haven't read these two
Rogers said the state does not laws."
have the funding to make these type
Rogers said the bottom line is
of promises.
$27 million will he spent in the next
"We, as superintendents, are not two years
-for the mandated sirl-ary
against pay increases," he said."We increases.
are against mandates from Frankfort
"Our only choice is to cut staff
without funding."
and we don't want to cut staff.- he
Rogers said when Patton's plan said.
goes into effect, the school's will
According to Rogers, sonic allhave to use federal grants the district day kindergarten classes
may have
receives to cover health insurance to cut back from a full day to a halffor employees. He said they are esti- day, and extra programs
such as fine
mating that $3,500 is spent every arts, music, technology
or gifted and
year per employee.
talented may have to be cut. The
"Most of these employees are only other option, he said, is to raise
instructional assistants for special local taxes, which already
funds
education and remedial classes, and 24.6 percent of school revenue.
what my math tells me is this — for
every three instructional assistants,
we will have to cut one," Rogers •See Page 2

Chair: State's
promises
missing funds
to back them

BARKLEY THIELEMAN The Paducah Sun/AP Photo

STOPPING CARS ... Livingston County Disaster and Emergency Services officers Tommy
Swain (left) and Shane Dunbar explain to motorists why they can't use Kentucky 453 at a roadDIOCk Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2004 in Calvery City, Ky. The road 'Nas closed due to a fire and chemical release at a chemical company, though emergency officials said the release was contained
and won't pose a threat to the nearby community. Ray Bowman,spokesman of the state Office
of Emergency Management, said that a fire at the plant burned up most of the chemical and
the rest dissipated.
blows toward Livingston County made within several days.
on, he said.
"95 percent of the time."
Westlake pressurizes vinyl chloIntense heat caused other pipes
The plant remained shut down ride from a gas to a liquid so it can to explode, releasing chlorine.
as workers scoured all systems, be hauled in tankers. Farmer said Farmer said about 10 employees in
looking for problems. Farmer said the leaking liquid vaporized and the immediate area escaped
the damage, incurred in the plant's moved toward an office trailer unharmed and another 40 people
vinyl chloride finishing area, was about 100 feet away. It apparently were evacuated from the adminisnot as bad as originally thought ignited from a spark when the trail- tration building about 100 feet
and the repairs probably would be er's heating-cooling system kicked away.

Bad faith charge MHS Basketball Homecoming
mars redistricting
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Negotiations over new boundaries
for legislative and congressional
districts broke apart amid recriminations and charges of bad faith.
Democrats said Republicans
tried to pull a fast one and remove
an opponent from the Fayette
County district of Sen. Alice Kerr.
The opponent is Derrick Hord,a former University of Kentucky basketball player recruited by Democrats.
Hord is black.
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry
Clark, D-Louisville, said a redistricting plan agreed to on Tuesday
showed Hord in Kerr's district. The
plan submitted minutes before a
committee meeting to approve a
redistricting compromise moved the
district so Hord no longer lived in it.
"It's a clear violation of the
Voting Rights Act," Clark said.
Senate President David Williams
said some House leaders agreed to

CENTIME,

the switch and it was also approved
by officials in Gov. Paul Patton's
administration.
The confusion came when there
was a switch in the proposed plan
from Tuesday night, when Williams
said Republicans would have agreed
to leaving Hord in the district, to
Wednesday, when they insisted he
be removed.
Williams said Hord's race was
not an issue.
"I would have moved anybody
out," Williams said."We're trying to
protect our incumbents in this plan."
House Speaker Jody Richards
said there was no agreement to give
Kerr a free ride to re-election and he
was shocked to learn of the change.
"There were a lot of things going
on, but I did not agree to put Derrick
Hord out of that district," Richards
said.
Republicans had used the Voting
Rights Act to demand changes in
House and Senate redistricting plans

•See Page 2

Books in
need to
plant some
reader seeds
By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
During a recent Dr. Seuss
Birthday Celebration planning
meeting, the Murray and Calloway
County school districts made preparations to begin gearing up for this
year's event, which has been
deemed "Free tO Read-after Murray
Elementary School's theme.
Although plans are still being
made and final arrangements are
waiting to be set, wheels have
already began churning for the
March 1 event that saw more than
800 books donated last year.
According to Donna Herndon.
Calloway County Family Resource
Center director, this is the fourth
year for celebrating the event in this
area. As part of the celebration,
book donations of new and wellused books are being sought through
the month of February from area
publishers, book stores, students and
members of the community.

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

TIGER HOMECOMING COURT ... Queen candidates for Murray High School's Feb. 5
Homecoming event are (I-r) Delanda Olive, Paige Adlich, Allysia Hood, Ashley Tripp and
Brittany Overby.

•See Page 2
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Reno hospitalized after
fainting during speech
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) —
"The doctor said that she's feelFormer Attorney General Janet ing fine, she's sitting up, walking
Reno was hospitalized after suffer- and they still expect to discharge
ing a fainting spell during a speech, her this morning," Gaffney said.
but was feeling fine today
Reno had been speaking for
(Thursday) and will soon be back about 45 minutes at the University
on the campaign trail, officials said. of Rochester on Wednesday night
Reno. MI° is running for gover- when she told the audience,"You're
nor in Florida, was expected to be going to have to excuse me for a
released Thursday morning from minute. I'm going to have to sit
Strong Memorial Hospital, hospital down."
spokeswoman Karen Gaffney.
She then collapsed.

• Hit folk group to entertain
at Burns Night Supper

-

Tim Manning has filed papers
with the County Clerks office to run
for the office of constable in the 4th
district.
Manning
ha,
been a Calloway
County
Deputy
Sheriff for the past
14 years, serving
under Sheriffs J.D.
Williams and Stan
Scott. He is an officer and on the
Board of Directors
for
Calloway Manning
County Fire and
Rescue, and is a member of the
Coldwater Baptist Church.
Manning is a graduate of
Calloway County High School,
attended Murray State University, is
-a-Kentucky--certified firefighter, and
has attended many police officer
classes-ever-his past 14 years as a
deputy sheriff.
He, his wife Laura and son
Travis, live in Lynn Grove.
Manning is the son of Bobby and
Faye Manning, also of Lynn Grove.
In a release, Manning said he
wants to see a good working relationship between the Constables
office and all emergency services in
Murray and Calloway County.

Correction
In_ Wednesday's Murray Ledger
& Times, William C. Adams has also
filed to run for City Council and was
,accidentally left from the list.
It was also reported that there
would be a drawing for May
Primary ballot positions at 2 uri.
today at the Parks Board Office. The
drawing will actually be at the
County Clerk's Office.
The Ledger apologizes for the
errors.

donated to children who are in need
of books.
"We want to stress that they
(books) don't have to be Dr. Seuss
books," Herndon said.
According to Herndon, books,
which should be appropriate for
children in grades K-6, may be
dropped off at various collection
points throughout the county. These
collection points include The Book
Rack, The Bookmark, Castlerock
Books and Coffee, New Life
Christian Bookstore, Murray State
University Bookstore, Calloway
County Public Library, Calloway
County
Elementary
Schools,
Calloway County Preschool and
Murray Elementary School, as well
as the Murray Ledger & Timcs_.
In addition to the book collection,-FICM4N1 said Food Services at
each school will be serving a "Green
Eggs and Ham" breakfast(appropriatly named per the Seuss book of the
same title), while visits.from guest
readers and The Cat in the Hat are
planned for later that day.
Herndon said,'There are several
neniertshiety groups that
cofU
d
vMurray
totate
duas S
to read in some of the
classes."
asses."
In addition to students, Tammy
Calloway schools community liaison, has been recruiting individuals
to
schools
volunteer their time reading. Some
of the people already included are
Steven Vest from Kentucky Monthly
Magazine who will be reading at
Southwest Elementary School,
Murray State University teacher and
local entertainer Bob Valentine, who
will read at East- Calloway, and
Darlene Mazzone, owner of
Paducah and Murray Life maga-
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DIVORCE SUPPORT GROUP
Come to terms with your divorce and find the peace,forgiveness
and healing that God can provide.

Group will meet every Thursday starting
January 24 at 7 p.m. for 7 weeks.
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311 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-7000• Fax (270) 753-0042

Herndon (right) and the Cat in the Hat (aka Pam Stevens) talk
about the up-coming Dr. Seuss Birthday Celebration at a committee meeting last week.
zines, who will read at North
Calloway Elementary.
At 6 p.m. the day of the Seuss
celebration, a pajama party has also
planned
sLp
ryaatpwithy
Calloway
llgearnde
mC
osn
ousana:tdyd
Public
be ni
Library
refreshments will be available as
as entertaining storytelling.
Although preschool and elementary_
students areh
b
_invited to the
some teasliers have expressed a
desire to host a party at their own
schools in hopes of having greater
attendance.
"We'll know more the closer it
(celebration) gets," she said.
While many schools will do
much of their celebrating March I.
according to Michelle Hansen of the

From

("4.1.
, Therapeutic

beautiful memories.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo

HATS OFF ... Calloway County Family Resource Director Donna

Little Lakers Family Resource
Center (LLFRC), Calloway County
Preschool will be celebrating the
week of March 4-7. Students of
Calloway County High School, in
addition to local fire, police, ambulance, military and other local
heroes, will be invited to come read
to the school during that week.
Also during the month of
February, LLFRC is sponsoring a
"Free to Read" wall. For every book
read by a child and/or parent/caregiver, a flag will be posted in a certain hallway. The goal is to fill the
hallway with numerous flags.
To further celebrate Dr. Seuss's
birthday during that week, the preschool teachers will be doing their
own activities in their rooms.

•Funding ...

fliZZEZEIMEN111
We also encourage

Murray/Calloway County Crime Stoppers is offering a reward involve
ing infomation on burglary and vandalism at the Murray-Calloway Co
Park.
According to a release from the Murray Police Department, officertresponded to a call Wednesday and talked to Park Director Brad Steele.
Steele reported that someone had taken a large rock and forced their way
into the main concession stand at the park, took candy, drinks and ice.
The value was said to be over $100, while the subjects did "several
hundred dollars" damage to the ice machine in the concession stand.
Anyone with information should call 753-9500 or MPD at 753-1621. ,

Manning
•Seuss
running for From Front
constable
Books that are collected will be

Smithfield Fair

The Celtic music trio, Smithfield Fair, will bring songs from its
newest folk album,"The Winter Kirk," to Murray this weekend.
The Caledonian Society of Murray will hold its Annual Burns Night
Supper at the Murray Women's Club on Vine Street Feb. 2, and
Smithfield Fair is the main attraction. Their new album features spiritual music and is getting very favorable reviews.
Led my writer-performer Dudley-Brian Smith, the trio features Jan
Smith on accordion and vocals and percussionist Frang Bladen. A
favorite at Celtic festivals and highland games, Smithfield Fair is making its third trip to Murray.
The Burns Supper celebrates the birth of Scottish poet Robert Bums
and serves as an annual gathering for society members,friends and others of Scottish descent.
A reception will be held from 6 to 6:30 p.m,. with supper served at
6:45 p.m. Radio-personality-Joe-Pat-James and MSU President E King
Alexander will be among those propeag toasts.*
Robert Valentine will serve as Master of Ceremonies;and storyteller
Steve Ross of "Spinners!" will tell stories in the Scots tradition.
Reservations are required.
Further information and reservations can be make by contacting the
Caledonian Society at 753-5225 or 436-5344,or at the Murray Tourism
Commission at 800-651-1603 or 759-2199.

Information sought in
park vandalism, burglary

Cost of the seminar booklet "A Time For Healing" will be $12.95.
To register call the church office at 753-1854 or 753-6938

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 S. 4th Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

Front

He said that Western Kentucky
legislators have been contacted and
the only alternative the Education
Cooperative can give them is to cut
extracurricular activities. "Why
fund afterschool time before you do
school time?- Rogers said. "We
want to fund 8(a.m.) to 3 (p.m.)."
Rogers said every district will be
effected differently, but local superintendents feel Murray Independent
Schools and Calloway County
Schools will be harshly effected.
"We will most likely have to cut
staff,"
Calloway
County
Superintendent Larry Salmon said.
He said the county district did
anticipate and budgeted a situation
as this for the current year, but is
unsure what to do in the years to
come.
"I think a tax increase is probably in the future," he said.
Interim city schools superintendent Willie Jackson said Murray district may suffer the same fate. He

and Salmon said that if they have
any intention of cutting staff, those
members have to be notified, by
law, by April 30. However, the outcome of the governor's proposal
may not be known until late into the
summer.
"If we have any doubts at all, we
will have to give letters of nonrenewal," Jackson said. "This is
something we are all worried
about."
Both superintendents said they
are all for giving raises to their
employees if the funding was there.
"It cannot be maintained on the
current revenue," Salmon said. "If
the governor persists, it will cause
problems down the road."
Jackson said he is proud of his
'school system and doesn't want to
see it go down because of this plan.
"Murray and Calloway County
have two of the best school systems
and we want to keep it that way." he
said.'To have it mandated without
funding will not be tolerated."

,21'OC MK .1 Marketing

•Bad faith ...
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From Front
that put Democrats in a box and had
led to some of the protracted and
contentious negotiations.
Stumbo, whose colleagues had
pressed for an agreement, said he
was now uncomfortable dealing
with the Republicans.
"It may well be we will end this
session without a redistricting
plan," Stumbo said.
He could not be reached for
comment late Wednesday night to
respond to Williams' version of
events.
Earlier Wednesday, it appeared
there would be no agreement at all
and new district lines would be
drawn by a judge, or three.
Lawsuits are pending in Franklin
Circuit Court, where Judge William
Graham on Tuesday suspended the
filing deadline for General
Assembly offices and Congress,
and in U.S. District Court, where a
three-judge panel would likely take
over the case if it gets to that point.
Redistricting must be done after
every census and is usually accompanied by heightened political and
personal pressure.
The process this time around
unprecedented
hurdles
laced
because for the first time control of
the legislature is divided among the
political parties.
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Fed not ruling out more interest rate cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) — Most analysts
believe the country will not need further
interest rate reductions since the economy's
vital signs are improving, but the Federal
Reserve is leaving open the possibility.
Hours before the Fed announced its decision Wednesday to hold rates steady, the
government reported the economy grew at a
rate of 0.2 percent in the final three months
of 2001, after shrinking by an annual rate of
1.3 percent in the third quarter. The news
raised hopes among economists that the first
U.S. recession in a decade may be ending.
"It's looking very much like the little

recession that wasn't," said Tim O'Neill,
chief economist at Bank of Montreal and
Hams Bank."If anything, it will be a kinder
and gentler one."
In explaining their decision to leave rates
alone after 11 consecutive reductions last
year, Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan and his
colleagues offered a more positive outlook.
"With the forces restraining the economy
starting to diminish ... the outlook for economic recovery has become more promising," they said.
That upbeat assessment spurred a rally on
Wall Street, with the Dow Jones industrial

average closing up Wednesday by 144.62
points.
The Fed's decision left the federal funds
rate, the interest that banks charge each
other, unchanged at a 40-year-low of 1.75
percent. The Fed's credit easing campaign,
one of the most aggressive in its history,
began on Jan. 3 last year, with the last rate
reduction occurring on Dec. 1 I.
Commercial banks' prime lending rate,
the benchmark for millions of consumer and
business loans, has dropped in lockstep with
the Fed moves and continues at 4.75 percent; a level last seen in November 1965.

"I think the Fed will hold rates steady
through the first half of this year and give
the economy's recovery a chance to take
hold and provide time to ascertain whether
or not the recovery has gained its own
momentum," predicted Lynn Reaser, chief
economist at Banc of America Capital
Management.
Even so, Fed policy-makers left the door
open to further rate reductions if necessary,
saying "the degree of any strength in business capital and household spending, however, is still uncertain."
As the economy faltered, businesses

responded by sharply cutting spending on
new plants and equipment, one of the
biggest forces behind the economy's weakness. Economists say capital spending won't
really pick up until companies' profits, battered by the economic slump, improve.
Consumer spending, which account's for
two-thirds of all economic activity, has held
up well even as the country has suffered
through a recession that began in March and
was jolted by the Sept. 11 terror attacks.
Zero-rate financing and heavy discounting
has induced people to spend, but many of
those incentives are waning, analysts said.

Bill: Campus
police could
pursue body
armor grants
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Security police at Kentucky's public
universities would become eligible
for grants to obtain body armor for
officers under a bill approved
Wednesday by a House committee.
The money to buy the body
armor comes from the sale of confiscated weapons at police auctions.
Various police agencies already are
eligible to receive the grants to purchase the protective armor.
The bill would add safety and
security departments at public universities to the list of eligible police
agencies.
The measure cleared the
Judiciary Committee with little discussion. The bill's lead sponsor is
Rep. Joni Jenkins, D-Shively.
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Frankfort Focus
By REP. BUDDY BUCKINGHAM
D-Murray

Addressing the budget
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AP News Analysis
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer

Bush's rally c
WASHINGTON (AP) — There was little warmup.
Only alew seconds- passed in his State of the Union
address before President Bush got to the heart of his
message:"The civilized world faces unprecedented danoers.
As expected. Bush said terrorist groups such as alQaida continue to pose a threat. The surprise was the
belligerency of his remarks directed at Iraq. Iran and
North Korea. These countries, he said. constituti. an
"axis of evil." lie added: "The price of indifference
would be catastrophic."
It was perhaps the most pugnacious speech hy .an
American president since Ronald Reagan assailed the
Soviet Union as an "evil empire" in 1983..
Just a month ago, the administration was touting the
progress made toward the adoption by the U.N. Security
Council of "smart sanctions" against Iraq. The plan calts
for easing curbs on the flow of
civilian goods into Iraq while
making it more difficult for
Saddam Hussein to acquire ingredients for weapons of mass
destruction.
Bush made no mention of
,mart sanctions and did not say
precisely what he had in mind for
Saddam. Dovish members of the
Bush administration doubt there is
a good way militarily to dislodge
the Iraqi leader. Others believe,
along with former Pentagon aide
Richard Perle. that the administration should take pre-emptive
action against Saddam lest he
strike first.
As for North Korea, the administration was contemplating sending an envoy to
Pyongyang to affirm the seriousness of its proposal in
June to restart talks on security issues. Again, there was
no mention of this Tuesday night nor of Secretary of
State Colin Powell's stated willingness to meet the
North Koreans "anytime, any place."
On Iran. Powell withdrew last spring a Clinton=era
offer to open an official dialogue. Bush clearly raised the
ante on Iran. perhaps irritated by Iran's reported role in
an abortive attempt to arm Palestinians and reported
effort to undermine the newly installed pro-Western
government in Afghanistan.
Joseph Cirincione, a nonproliferation expert at the
Carnegie Endowment for International. Peace, said after
Bush's speech he believes the president went too far.
"There are rear-dangers here, but the president is
exaggerating them," Cirincione said. "It is not at all

clear that the danger is so great as to begin a new war."
Cirincione said he would have felt more comfortable
if Bush had talked about enforcing chemical, biological
and other treaties designed to limit the possibility of war.
Baker-Spring of the Heritage Foundation saw Bush's
speech as a rallying cry to continue the war on terrorHe said Bush was correct in pointing out that the
nation is not yet free from the terrorism threat. He added
that the potential for an anthrax attack with massive loss
of life is far greater than that of another attack by a
hijacked aircraft.
Bush's saber rattling almost certainly will cause an
outcry in Europe. Turkey, for example, believes an
Ameriean effort to depose Saddam could lead to instant]itv in the region and perhaps to the fragmentation of
turkey itself. Based on past statements, close allies such
as Britain and Germany are
expected to be edgy in the wake of
Bush's speech.
Bush's address was a startling
departure from the great majority
of State of the Union addresses, in
which the focus has been on
domestic policy.
The president did not ignore
those issues, stressing the need to
create jobs and improve health
care and education. In election
year, these are areas Democrats
are likely to use against a president whose sustained job approval
ratings have been the best of any
president since World War II.
But Bush said this was no time
to be complacent about the terrorist threat. When he listed his three "great goals" for
America, he said winning the war on terrorism was No.
I. This was followed by protecting the homeland and
reviving the economy.
Early on, he said the nation "has never been stronger"
hut then went on to describe how vulnerable it is in the
face of terrorist groups and terrorist-minded nations. In
the first 20 minutes or so, he used the word terror or one
of its variations 29 times.
America cannot afford to relax, he said, contending
that "tens of thousands of trained terrorists are still at
large. These enemies view the entire world as a battlefield, and we must pursue them wherever they are. ... 1
will not stand by as peril draws closer and closer."
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ees - the same rate recommended for
state employees - and $100 million
for new school construction and renovation.
In postsecondary education, he
has asked the General Assembly to
issue bonds in support of the $120
million "Bucks for Brains" program
that, since its inception in 1998, has
brought hundreds of millions of new
state and private dollars to our universities.
The result has been a dramatic
increase in the number of professors
and researchers who are raising
Kentucky's stature nationally across
a broad array of fields, perhaps most
prominently in healthcare,
The formula adopted two years
ago by the General Assembly to
divide the Phase I tobacco settlement would remain the same under
his plan, a move I strongly support
and that I think will ultimately be
approved.
-Thar wo-uld-give-half of-the set-tlenient to 'agriculture — enabling
farmers and the communities in
which they live to continue their historic shift toward a more diverse
industry - and the other halffor early
childhood-development and healthcare initiatives, both of which have
also been remarkably successful in
such a short period of time.
Gov. Patton put an extra emphasis on the state's need to provide for
the mentally handicapped. His
budget asks for 500 additional
placements in supported living
placements to go withthe 500 that
are being created during this budget
cycle. This is truly a win-win situation, because it helps many of these
citizens to be more self-sufficient
and live in their own home rather
than in much more costly institutions.
The House's Appropriations and

Revenue Committee will now
review Gov. Patton's proposal,
deciding which portions to keep and
which to change. Once the House
votes, the same process will take
place in the Senate. This is a long
process, given the budget's complexity, so the budget won't be
passed until the session's final days.
Some legislation has already
passed each chamber. In the House
last week, we sent the Senate our
anti-telemarketing legislation, perhaps the most popular bill seen in
years. Its goal is to take the current
"No-Call" list maintained by the
Attorney General and reduce the
numerous loopholes so that the list
lives up to its name.
We also approved legislation
adopting legislative lines for the
state House and Senate. This
process, which brings the districts in
line with the 2000 Census, has
already caused significant debate in
-both chambers and some legal
tiction. There is a sense of urgency,
because the filing deadline for legislative offices is Jan. 29.
Once we have that task out of the
way, we will be able to focus more
on the bulk of legislation already in
front of us. It is a considerable
amount, but the work of the committees and the chambers will make it
manageable
We do need your help in this
process, however. I hope you will
take the time to contact us about
your views on any issue important to
the state. My address is Room 3291,
Capitol Annex, 700 Capitol Avenue,
Frankfort KY 40601. You can also
leave a message, toll-free, at 800372-7181 or,for the deaf or hard-ofhearing, 800-896-0305.
I look forward to hearing from
you.

Agree Or Not
By TODD DUVAL
Syndicated Columnist

Support of
scholarships costly

FRANKFORT. Ky. — When
Kentucky's economy was flying as
high as Enron stock a couple of
years ago, and there was money in
the Treasury for this, that and everything politicians could buy, it was
easy to allocate significant state revenues to ongoing programs guaranteed to appeal to voters at election
time.
The most famous of those voterfriendly programs is the college
scholarship offered each and every
Kentucky high school student based
on their grades and ACT scores. A
straight-A student with a high ACT
score can receive $2,500 a year to
pay college expenses. The amount
decreases with lesser grades.
The program is financed with the
state's average $100 million a year
in profits from the Kentucky
Lottery. Before the scholarship program, legislators had sensibly resisted all attempts to allocate lottery
profits for specific uses on the reasonable basis that no one can foretell
what the future of those profits will
be.
But it was easy for legislators and
Gov. Paul Patton to climb aboard the
scholarship bandwagon four years
ago. After all, the livin' was easy in
Kentucky back then.
Tax revenues were coming in as
fast as the money could be spent in
Frankfort. The lottery's $100 million
a year in state profits wouldn't be
EDITORS NOTE — George Gedda has -covered- missed from.the. General Fund, and
no one could conceive that those
foreign affairs for The Associated Press since 1968.
profits would not be able to pay the
scholarship freight.

Q mi tom ipp_
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FRANKFORT; Ky. —
As long ago as
last spring, it
was evident that
the- - upcomingtwo-year budget
would be far
leaner
than
those adopted
during much of the 1990s. The
recession affecting much of the
nation — leaving many states worse
off than Kentucky — ensured that
the days of surpluses would be at
least temporarily on hold.
On Tuesday, Jan. 22, Gov. Patton
gave the House his plan to deal with
that downturn. He called it a budget
of promises kept, one that offers no
new major programs, but that continues the considerable commitments we have already made.
The first year of the budget,
which begins in July, actually has
less fe-V-eiftie-Jhdri- the - 6X-1)e-rises of
this fiscal year. something that has
not happened since the early 1980s.
The revenue during second year of
the biennium is expected to be only
slightly better.
That does not mean, however,
that the budget we ultimately pass
will stop the progress Kentucky has
made during the past dozen years.
On the contrary. there is reason to
believe that while we may not be
able to meet all of our wants, we can
certainly meet all of our needs.
Just as he did in making more
than $700 million in cuts during the
past year, Gov. Patton has largely
shielded education from the recession in his budget.
Beyond covering the costs associated with running our elementary
and secondary schools, he calls for a
2.7 percent annual cost-of-living
increase for school district employ-

The economic bubble, of course,
has burst. The Treasury doesn't have
enough money to pay this year's
budgeted expenses, and already half
a billion dollars has been carved out
of this year's spending.
The 2002-2004 budget proposed
by Patton last week doesn't have a
spare dime for voter-friendly new
programs. It does contain, however,
a $41 million appropriation from the
General Fund to the scholarship program.
The lottery, it seens, can't generate sufficient profits to keep up with
the snowballing demand for scholarship money. Whereas experts originally predicted that 18,200 students
would qualify for scholarships in
2003, and increase by 900 the year
after, the actual number is now
expected to be 21,000 students next
year with an increase by 1,500 the
following year.
So, to keep the commitment to
the program, extra money had to
come out of the already-strapped
General Fund.
That $41 million would have
gone a long way in helping school
districts finance cost-of-living raises
for teachers next year. The sad irony
is that teachers are likely to be laid
off in many districts that have to use
their own revenues for the raises in
2003 so that a straight-A student,
who qualifies for all kinds of other
scholarships, will get money from
thestate program._
Or that $41 million would help to
reduce the looming Medicaid deficit
that likely will require removing

now eligible poor and disabled
Kentuckians from that program.
As if all this weren't sorry
enough, there are bills before the
General Assembly to extend the
scholarships to • Kentucky students
who attend private or parochial
schools out of state and to the
dependents of Kentucky military
personnel stationed elsewhere.
The sponsor of the private or
parochial school bill, Sen. Paul
Herron, D-Henderson, admitted last
week "none of us know" how much
more it will cost the scholarship program.
There is no way politically to
undo an entitlement program for the
children of parents who, as a group,
can afford to send their children to
college anyway.
Surely, however, this legislature
will not be so reckless as to devote
an unknown amount of future
General Fund money to an expanded
program for parents who willingly
choose to educate their children privately out of state.
At the very least, legislators
ought to demand some kind of estimate of the number and cost of these
students, including dependents of
military personnel who also have
access to various federal scholarship
programs already.
Otherwise, it is only a matter of
time before someone gets the idea
that a high school diploma ought to
be enough to qualify for free tuition
at a Kentucky university or college.

Letters to the Editor policy...
Letters must be brief(approximately 250-350 words in length) and typed, and
are subject to rejection and/or editing. Please send letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Please include name, address and telephone number with the
letter.
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Martha Stewart sticks by Kmart

Thelmer Rudolph
Thelmer (T.D.) Rudolph, 94, Sycamore Street, Murray, died today
(Thursday). Jan. 31, 2002, at 12:15 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Ruby Estelle Tatum Rudolph, died Sept. 2, 1996. Two
grandchildren also preceded him in death. Born Dec. 30, 1907, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the late Davis Rudolph and Etna Jones Rudolph.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kathleen Herndon, Murray; three
sons, Gene Rudolph and wife, Loretta, Benton, and Robert Wayne
Rudolph and wife, Lucille, and Larry Rudolph, all of Murray; seven grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist
Church. Burial will follow in Palestine Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 3 to
9 p.m. Friday.

Ms. Vickie Rene Brien
Justin Brien
Ms. Vicki Rene Brien, 37, and her son, Justin Brien, 16, Symsonia
Road, Benton, died Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2002, at 7 a.m. in a fire at their home.
Ms. Brien was an employee of Best Western of Grand Rivers and Mr.
Brien was a student at Marshall County High School.
Survivors for Ms. Brien include one daughter, Sydney Reed, Benton;
one son, Jerrin Brien, Padueski; her father, Glen Brien, Benton, her mother, Mrs. Sarah Johnson, Paducah; one brother, Jamie Brien, Kirksey;
grandparents, James (Buck) and Lestie Brien, Benton, and Mrs. Glyndara
Owens, Paducah.
Survivors for Mr. Brien include his father, Jeff Bruger, Paducah; one
sister, Sydney Reed, Benton; one brother, Jerrin Brien, Paducah; grandparents, Glenn Brien and Mrs. Sarah Johnson, Paducah; great-grandparents, Mrs. Glyndara Owens, Paducah, and James(Buck) and L,estie Brien,
Benton.
Charles Owens, grandfather of Ms. Brien, and great-grandfather of Mr.
Brien, preceded them in death.
Joint graveside services will be Friday at II a.m. at New Hope
Cemetery, Paducah.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home of Benton after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

NEW YORK
The future of
But the company left open the
Kmart's crown jewel of brands, possibility that the label -the top
Martha Stewart, hinges on a deci- sales generator at Kmart, posting
sion by the bankruptcy judge over- $1.5 billion in sales for fiscal
seeing the discount chain's reor- 2001- might have to eventually
ganization.
find a new home at other mass
The judge may be hard pressed retail outlets.
to set Stewart's company free from
Plenty of stores such as J.C.
its lucrative contract with Kmart, Penney Co. Inc. and Sears,
given the importance of her line of Roebuck and Co. would be interhome and garden products to any ested, industry analysts believe.
eventual turnaround by the compa- But the arrangement with Kmart
ny.
cannot be easily ended, they said.
If a release is granted - some"The reality is they have a bindthing Stewart herself says she isn't ing contract," said Douglas M.
seeking - the question remains: Arthur, an analyst at Morgan
Which merchant would offer the Stanley. "They're locked in."
best home for the 4,000 products
Only if Kmart fails to make
carrying the Martha Stewart payments can Martha Stewart
Everyday label?
break its contract, something it
Martha
Stewart
Living might be tempted to envision.
Omnimedia, where Stewart serves' - "It's not a great thing- when a
as president and chief executive, big part of a company is dependent
said in a statement last week it will on a huge retailer which is downstick by its contract and continue sizing," Arthur said.
to sell its products to Kmart for the
A day after Kmart filed for
"foreseeable future."
bankruptcy protection Jan. 22,

Arthur reduced Martha Stewart
Omnimedia's earnings expectations for 2002 from 60 cents to 55
cents a share, based on anticipated
closings of Kmart stores.
The restructuring is expected to
include shutting down hundreds of
stores and a radical change in the
company's steategy, to distinguish
Kmart from rivals Wal-Mart Stores
Inc., the lowest-price operator, and
chic purveyor Target. There is
uncertainly about how Martha
Stewart will fit in.
An emphasis last year on food
sales had hurt not just Kmart, but
put Martha Stewart "in the back
seat. Martha clearly now needs to
be in the front seat," said Burt
Flickinger, Ill, managing director
of Reach Marketing, a Westport.
Conn.-based retail consulting firm.
Some 80 percent to 90 percent
of Martha Stewart Living's retail
revenues come from Kmart sales.
For 2001, retail merchandising is
expected to bring in $33.8 million,

or .1_1„,percent of the company's
totil revenues, according to
Arthur.
He estimated total sales at
Martha Stewart Omnimedia were
$301.3 million last year, up from
the previous year's $285.8 million.
The company is expected to report
2001 results in February.
While Kmarts problems mounted, merchandising revenues at
Martha Stewart Living have
increased 20 percent since 1998,
fueled by a steady stream of new
products to Kmart.
Last year, retail sales for the
Martha Stewart Everyday line
were up 25 percent from a year
ago, according to the company.
Clearly. Stewart and Kman's
partnership, begun in 1997, has
proven to be mutually beneficial.
The brand has helped Kmart attract
droves of customers that might
otherwise not shop there, and it
helped catapult Stewart's merchandising empire.

Teen father gets life in prison for shaking baby
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A Fayette
County jury found a 17-year-old father guilty
of killing his infant son.
The jury recommended Tuesday that Kurt
Smith serve life in prison for shaking 6-weekold Blake Smith and slamming his head so
hard his skull fractured.
Smith had testified that the baby had, been
fussy a good part of the night in March of last

year. The baby cried, threw up, refused to eat
and could not be quieted. Smith said. After
changing the baby at least three times, Smith
said his frustration was building.
"At this point, I just didn't know what to
do. I just lost it," said Smith before admitting
he shook and dropped the infant.
Pam Ledgewood, Smith's attorney, did not
apologize for her Client's behavior, which she

admitted was "morally reprehensible."
"There's a tendency among people to
assume that people don't want to take responsibility," Ledgewood told jurors. "Kurt Smith
wants to take responsibility."
Neither Jessica Rudenis, 17, Blake's mother and Smith's ex-girlfriend, nor her family
and friends had any comment after the trial
ended.

SHOPPES OF MURRAY

Mrs. Ople Turbyfill
Mrs. Ople Turbyfill, 83, Hazel, died today (Thursday). Jan. 31, 2002, at
3 a.m. at Murray-Calloway county Hospital.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Earl Outland
The funeral for Earl Outland will be today (Thursday) at 1 p.m. in the
chapej of Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. The Rev. Don Wilson will officiate. Music will be by Oneida White, pianist, and Cynthia Cary, soloist.
Pallbearers will be Ricky Spann, Jeremy Spann, Brian Moreland.
Randy Starks, Todd Crowley and Billy Morehouse. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Outland, 89, Hamilton Avenue, Murray, died Tuesday. Jan. 29,
2002, at 1 p.m. at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Cheryl McCuiston.
Benton.
He was a member of Locust Grove Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Nunn Outland, died in 1985. Also preceding
him in death were two sisters, Ludy Louise Outland and Robbie Moody,
and four brothers, Othel, John Wiley, Geoffrey and Elbert Lee Outland.
Born Sept. 4, 1912, he was the son of the late Plentis (Mr. Tony) Outland
and Nelly Sills Outland.
Survivors include his daughter, Mrs. Cheryl McCuiston and husband.
Bob, Benton; three sisters, Mrs. Judel Crutcher, Murray, Mrs. Opal
Crutcher, Humbolt, Tenn., and Mrs. Anna May McQuade, Sevierville.
Tenn.; three brothers, Gilbert Outland, Chicago, Ill., Russell Outland, New
Concord. and Sam Outland. Murray; two grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Sallie Dick
Mrs. Sallie Dick, 85, London Drive, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 29.
2002, at 5:15 p.m. at her home.
She had retired from Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, after 34 years
of service. She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, Lubie Dick, died June 23, 1960. Born July 22, 1916, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Steve Wilkerson and
Ethel Andrews Wilkerson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Pansy Ford and husband, Jimmy.
Murray; two granddaughters, Mrs. Teresa Chope and husband, Douglas,
Boston, Mass., and Mrs. Marla Moroscak and husband, Richard.
Washington, D.C.; two great-grandchildren, Clasby Chope and Ford
Chope.
The funeral will he Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate. Singing will be
by singers from Glendale Road Church of Christ. Burial will follow in
Lynnville Pentecostal Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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Community
Thursday, January 31, 2002
Jo's Datebook

REPLICA AVAILABLE.. Showing the ceramic replica of the
Murray Woman's Club House that is now available from
any member of the Sigma Department or at Vintage Rose
Emporium are (l-r) Leslie Owens, Jennifer Waldrop and
Suzy Crook, hostesses for the Sigma meeting.

By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
"Groundhog's Day Dance"for all students in sixth,
seventh and eighth grades of local schools will be
held Saturday, Feb. 2, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church, located at South
Fifth and Maple Streets on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray.
A DJ will be present and the cost will be $3
per person. No re-entries will be allowed. Cokes,
candy and pizza will be served.
Proceeds from the event will go to support the
Murray Muddog 12U Baseball Travel Team.
For more information call Beth Brockman at 767-0075 or Mike
Vinson at 762-0110.

Transitional Home lists needs
The Murray-Calloway County Transitional Home has issued an
appeal for special needs at the home. Blankets, cookware, towels,
wash cloths, dish towels and a television are especially needed at this
time, according to Vicki Yoak, case manager of the house. Persons
having items to donate are asked to take them to the Need Line
office at 804 Story, Murray, across from Grace Baptist Church. -The
home provides transitional housing to area residents who become
homeless because of a crisis in their lives," Yoalc said.

QUILT PRESENTED...LaVerne Bucy (standing left) and Lurline
Bucy (seated righ) are pictured with Hugh and Lillie Fuqua
(standing right) with the quilt, made by the Bucys, presented to the Fuquas on their 50th wedding anniversary at
the Bucy home in San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Sigma Department
hears Goss speak Couple presented quilt
Lisa Lioss presented a program
on "ilatha Yoga" at a meeting of
the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Jan: 14 'at
the club house.
Ceramic replicas ( with a light)
of the Murray Woman's Club house
were distributed to the members.
They are now available for #6

each form any Sigma member of
Vintage Rose Emporium.

Plans were discussed for an
re-plica---feattirldg -a- different historical location each year.
Hostesses for the meeting were
Leslie Owens,Jennifer Waldrop and
Suzy Crook.

Remember: Submit your letter about why
your sweetheart is your Sweetheart for our
Valentine contest. Enter now.

I

$2.00 Off
Haircut

I

$5.00 Oft
Perm

I
I

FERRUilall ceintc
TANNING $25 for 300 Min.
i

ACRYLIC NAILS 530
HIGHLIGHTS $35 & Up

$8.00
Manicures

1000 off w/MSU Student ID
$amoo
Ask about 5cuts for 4 card
Pedicures I Gift Certificates Available
j

MEN'S HAIRCUT $10

KuAuri

Call 753-1682
Southside Shopping Center • Murray
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
„

Give Your Valentine Something Special —
A Gift eertificate From

The (EssentialDag Spa
qo Massage Therapy

Circuit clerk's office closed
The Driver License Department of Calloway Circuit Court Clerk's
office will be closed Friday, Feb. 1. from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. to prepare for the new digitized drivers' licenses, according to Vicki Wilson, clerk. For information call 753-2714.

on 50th anniversary
- Lillie arid Hugh Fuqua-of-NewConcord were recently presented'
with a commemorative wall hanging by Lurline and LaVerne Bucy
of San Luis Obispo,' Calif., formerly of Calloway County.
Mrs. Bucy designed, stitched and
quilted the hanging to honor the
50th wedding anniversary of her
sister, Mrs. Fuqua and Mr. Fuqua.
during their recent California visit.
Conceptualized from memories
and photographs taken at the Fuqua
home - a cedar residence built by
the—F-uquas when they retired to
their home county in Kentucky from
Illinois - the quilt represents the
landmarks, landscape, flora, fauna
and water craft of the Fuqua's
property on Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Bucy said "for years, m-y
younger sister, Lillie, had begged
me to make a quilt for her, and
this anniversary wall hanging was
the,culmination of that long-standing request. We were 'so -Pleas'ed
that Lillie and Hugh's visit to California coincided with my completion of the quilt. They were
able to hand-carry the quilt home
safely."
Mrs. Bucy, 81, a retired elementary teacher and poet, and
LaVerne, 84, a retired college professor, worked together for about
nine months on the quilt, with

design - assistance from— friends,
Imelda Gentile and Connie Deam.
"LaVerne did most of the sketch. es when
ing and cutting of the piec
he wasn't golfing. Our biggest
challenge was the dock and pontoon boat. LaVerne had difficulty finding a picture of a pontoon
that he could size to fit the quilt
and the angle of the dock was
also a challenge," Lurline said.
A quitter all of her life until
eye problems 'beset her, Lurline's
ability to do fine quilting was
restored after laser surgery 10
years ago. Since then she has completed an Irish chain quilt in Cornell University colors to commemorate her granddaughter Erin
Hill's MBA degree, and participated
in many social and charitable quilt
projects. including a university
women's quilt against violence,
the "Hands Quilt 2000."
Mrs. Bucy said she plans her
next quilt to be a gift -for grit-id:daughter Emily French's upcoming graduation from Rutgers UniversitY' and then one for Emily's
brother, grandson Ernie French, an
English teacher in Japan.
Another sister of Mrs. Bucy
is Tillie Geurin and a brother is
Leroy Eldridge, both of Murray.
Mr. Bucy is the brother of Solon
Bucy of'Murray.

Lodge has special promotion
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 of 210 Walnut St., Murray, will be selling slabs of BBQ ribs for $12 each at the lodge hall on Saturday,
Feb. 2, from 1 to 5 p.m. This is a special fund-raising effort, according to Lawrence Webb, lodge secretary.

Soccer tryouts planned
Try-outs for a new U-10 Boys Select Soccer Team will be Tuesday, Feb. 5, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Calloway County High School soccer fields. To qualify, a child's birthday knust come on or after Aug.
1, 1991. For a reservation, contact Marshall Ward at 767-0398 by
Saturday, Feb. 2.

Pageant planned Saturday
Miss and Master Valentine's Pageant will be Saturday, Feb. 2, at
Calloway Inn, Murray. Girls and Boys 0-3 registration will be at 11
a.m. with pageant at noon. Girls 4 and up registration will be at 1
p.m. with pageant at 2 p.m. For information call USA Beauties,
Decaturville, Tenn., at 1-731-968-7055 or 1-731-968-3399.

MMS group to meet today
Murray Middle School Consolidate Planning Sub-Committee on
Instruction and Assessment will meet today (Thursday), Jan. 31, from
330 to 4:30 p.m. in ,room 203 of the main building.

Couples Bridge Saturday
Couples Bridge at the Oaks Country Club will be Saturday, Feb.
2, at 7:30 p.m. This is open to all Bridge players of the club. Hostesses will be Shirley Wade, 753-2220 or Martha Broach., 753-9164.

Truck pull at Expo Center
The 15th annual Championship Truck Pull will be Friday and Saturday, Feb. 1 and 2, at 7:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Expo Center, Murray. Gates will open at 6 p.m. Advance tickets $12 for adults,
$6 for children 5 to 10, and free to children under five may be purchased at Celltouch and Carquest, both in Murray. Tickets at the gate
will be $14 for adults and $7 for children 5 to 10.

Facials 11, t romatherapv

‘00 !--,itga ring q. Manicures/Pedicures 4, Hot Stone Massage
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0760

Shared Care expanding
to better clients needs

Scholarship deadline Friday

Shared Care, the adult day care clients with showers, a quiet room,
Join Us bor
program offered by Murray-Cal- a treatment room, and an on-duty
loway County Hospital HomeCare. nurse at all times. It also prois expanding to better serve the vides one USDA approved meal
each day as well as two snacks.
needs of clients in this area.
Clients have the opportunity to
In Murray, the hospital is planthe classic Broadway musical
ning expansion to its services next do many activities at Shared Care
to west View Nursing Home to offer including crafts, exercises, games,
Don't miss what promises to be a delightful day
more space for activities for their pet therapy and trips to places
of lunch in downtown Nashville and an evening
clients. This will allow space for like the orchards and Wal-Mart.
Both facilities have a fenced area
25 to 30 clients.
of Broadway entertainment at
In addition, MCCH will offer for outside activities during the
this service Marshall County summer months.
The Tennessee Performing Arts Center on
"Shared Care provides their
through the HomeCare offices in
Benton.
clients with a place for socializThe new facility, located behind ing, stimulation and assistance with
the Medical Arts Primary Care treatments, while allowing careCall Patti for reservations
building at 84 Commerce Blvd., givers the opportunity to take a
Benton, will offer space for up to break," said Kaye Clark, director
753-5626.
Bank
20 clients. This facility provides of HomeCare Services at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
There are three ways to pay
for Shared Care. the program will
accept private pay, frail elderly
grants, and Medicaid payment
sources.
Tours and half-day courtesy visare
its
available to interested clients.
in
Did you know that oral disease is the most prevalent disease
Also, both centers are planning
adult pets? In fact, 80% of dogs and 70% of cats over age three
open houses in the spring to give
have some form of oral disease! And research shows that plaque
those interested the opportunity to
is the primary cause of periodontal disease.
tour the facilities.
During National Pet Dental Health Month our veterinary hospital
Both facilities are open Monwill be working hard to change those statistics.
day through Friday from 7:30 a.m.
to 4:31) p.m. Currently. there openCall our veterinary hospital today to make your appointment for
ings at both facilities. For more
a free dental checkup. We want your pet to enjoy a lifetime of
information or to enroll call 753sparkling smiles.
0576, Murray, are 1-270-527-2325,
Benton.
To celebrate National Dental Month, we are

SCIA11-1 IDACIFIC

0 Saturday, February 9.

iMil'hayLIFE

Join Us in the Fight Against Plaque,
Tarter and Gingivitis in your Pet.

•

offering Dental Cleanings at a reduced price.

MURRAY ANIMAL HOSPITAL
& PET HOTEL
Wynn, D.V.M.
1601 College Farm Rd.• Murray • 753-2088
Terry Canerdy, D.V.M.• Marty

NATIONAL PET DENTAL HEALTH MONTH • FEBRUARY 2002
Sponsored by the American Veterinary Medical Association, American Veterinary 1)ental Sochi\ and 11111.1'et
' lb.. h.go ao.I Oit,zan Tet, Navd I h•ntal

ago.,

14.0
'

an. Ira.k.mark...i..n..,1

- P.. \-Or

'

Rare Treasures
S. 12111. Bel- Air Shopping Cir
• Hrs: M-S 9-6 & Sun. 1-6
(Mr. Postman)
753-8400

All persons planning to make applications for scholarships at Murray State University should have them turned in by Friday, Feb. 1.
For more information call 762-3225.

Barbecue on Saturday
Alpha Omicron Pi at the University of Tennessee at Martin will
host a barbecue supper on Saturday, Feb. 2, from 4:30 to 7 p.m. in
the Kathleen and Tom Elam Convocation. Tickets are $6 and include
the cost of the basketball game between UT and Murray State. They
may be purchased by calling Cindy at 1-731-587-2926.

Church conference Feb. 16
Listening to Love Conference at First Baptist Church will be Saturday, Feb. 16, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Debbie Morris and Allison
Durham will be special guests. Reservations at $15 plus $8 for box
lunch should be made by Monday, Feb. 4, by mailing a check, payable
to FBC Women's Conference, to Listening to Love Conference, First
Baptist Church, 203 South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071. Conference
fee after Feb. 4 will be $25 with box lunch not available. Sponsor
of the event is the Fellowship of Christian Women. For more information call the church office, 753-1854, Denise Travis, 753-4532, or
Pam Keller. 759-5795.

Openings are available
First Baptist Church After School Program has openings for full
time and part time care. The program meets from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m.
each day school is in session. For more information call Joetta Kelly
at 753-1854.

Red Cross plans events
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross has scheduled swimming lessons and CPR and First Aid Training class. The
swimming lessons will be held at the Center for Health and Wellness. February class dates for Level 11 and Level IV will be Feb. 18,
19, 21, 25, 26 and 28. Fees will- be $28 each for Wellness Center
members and $35 each for non-members. The CPR and First Aid
Training will be Feb. 4 and 11 from 6 to 10 p.m. Registration for
the swimming classes will be taken through Feb. 15, and preregistration for the CPR and First Aid Training will be at the Red Cross
office, 1003 Poplar St., Murray, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

We Now Offer A
Bridal Registry and
Baby Shower Registry
•Vitaspa 'Pape!
'Claire Burke
•Boyd's Bears •Marci
'Sisters in Spirit 'Crystal
•Leannin Tree •Arbonne Intl.

CALL

CRIMIE
SIOIVIERS
.1URRAY AND
CALI °WAY COUNTY itir

(270) 753-9500
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Schneider
named
to fall
dean's list
MARS HILL, N.C. — Kathryn
Krieger Schneider was named on
the honor roll for the academic
dean at the end of the fall semester at Mars Hill College.
Schneider, a junior athletic training major, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Schneider of Benton.
To qualify for the dean's list,
a student must earn a grade point
average of 3.50 on a minimum
of 12 semester hours and carry
no grade below a C
AARP PROMOTERS...Rep. Robert Ray (Buddy) Buckingham (right) visits with the group
of members from Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired
Persons in the state capitol building at Frankfort. The group was there to sit in gallery
to give special promotion to Senate Bill 15 for prescription drug coverage for senior
citizens introduced by Sen. Bob Jackson of Murray, and the telemarketing bill introduced by Rep. Buckingham. Murray members pictured are Ruth Cole, Mancil Vinson,
Hershel Foy, Allie Underwood. Sally DuFord, Robert Hendon, Nancy Manning and David
Roos.

Murray
students
named at
Samford

HOME MEETING.. Gloria Shull from Gloria's World Village
Foods & Inn presented a program at the January meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. She gave special tips on healthy soups and breads.

Birth

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Three
Murray students have been named
to the dean's list for the fall
semester at Samford University.
They are Amy Elizabeth Travis,
daughter of ryk and Mrs. H. David
Travis; and John Eric Yezerski
and Matthew Jordan Yezerski, sons
of Dr. and Mrs. John Yezerski.
These students are all graduates of Calloway County High
School.
To qualify for the honor, a student must have earned a minimum 3.5 grade point average out
of a possible 4.0 while attempting at least 12 credit hours of
coursework.

Emily Elise Simpson
Mr. and Mrs. Steven E. Simpson Sr. of P.O. Box 39, New Concord, are the parents of a daughter, Emily Elise Simpson, born on
Wednesday, Jan. 16, 2002, at 4:04
am. at Murray-Callowaji County
Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
seven ounces and measured 17
1/4 inches. The mother is the former Melissa J. Durham. Three sisters are Ashley, Stephanie and
Tiffany Simpson, and a brother is
Steven Simpson Jr.
Grandparents are Steve and

Snowbirds—You CAN
Take It With You!
Have The Murray Ledger & Times
forwarded to your winter nest, and keep
with hometown happenings.
RETIRED TEACHERS...The Calloway County High School Choir with Mark Dycus as
director presented a program of music at the recent luncheon of the Calloway County Retired Teachers. The teachers will meet Monday, Feb. 4, at 1 p.m. at Calloway
County Middle School. Margery Shown, president, urges all current and eligible members to attend.

Snowbird Special:

Brenda Simpson of New Concord
and Ernest R. Durham and the
late Betty Durham of Puryear, Tenn.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.00%
(January, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.O0°.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Only $85.00 for a 6-month subscription
Call today, 270-753-1916.

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 -Whitnell.Ave. • Murray, Ky 42071
www.murrayledger.com

Ad #99ANN006

euffet
11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Since Our Opening The #1 Question Asked Is...

ARE MY PRE-ARRANGEMENT
PLANS TRANSFERRABLE?

It S

Cheesy Potato Soup
Chicken Fingers
Pesto Penne Pasta
Stuffed Breads
Desserts & Much, Much, More
earry Out
Menu
Delivery
Available
11-3

$595

All it requires is your signature and we take care of the rest.

Lunch
Vat-

grille

753-1551

753-1520

Dinner

lack Norsworthy,!ohms!, Bohannon, Tyler Bohannon and MU Y01111.i

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
FUNERAL HOME
of Calloway County
"Fulfilling Your Need With A Personal Touch"

1804 ST. RT. HWY. 121 NORTH • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
270-753-8888

Crispy Calamari
Shrimp Southwestern
Crab Cakes
A Scallops
A Beef Tips & Portabella
Mushrooms
Blackberry Pork Tenderloin

New
Dinner
Menu
gtems

Owners Lisa LoPiccolo and Jeff Yates
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All 'A' Classic
Wildcats get
MH
S
pre
ps for NewCath
three years
of probation
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
NCAA put Kentucky on probation
Thursday for three years for violations by the school's football
program
and
said it effectively banned former recruiting
coordinator
Claude Bassett
from working at
an NCAA school
for the next eight
years.
In finding a
lack of instituMORRISS
tional control- against Kentucky,- the NCAA- said.
it was "troubled by the widespread
nature of the undetected violations
in time, frequency and the number of individuals who would have
some knowledge that the activities were improper and failed to
report them to the proper authorities."
The NCAA also cut the number of scholarships Kentucky will
be permitted to award, and banned
the Wildcats from a bowl game
following the 2002 season. With
',a 2-9 overall record and a 1-7 Southeastern Conference mark this past
season, however, the 'Wildcats
would have needed a dramatic
turnaround to be considered for a
bowl.
The school had already admitted more than three dozen violations that occurred from 1998 to

2000, many of them committed
by Bassett.
All were committed during the
tenure of former coach Hal
Mumme, who resigned under pressure last February.
In a statement Thursday, the
NCAA said the case "was one of
the more serious it has heard in
recent years in terms of the scope
and breadth of violations."
Mumme was charged with failure to monitor the program, but
was not hit with any individual
sanctions.
Bassett was found in violation
of ethical conduct bylaws and
received a show-cause order, which
means any NCAA insititution—that
wishes to -bire,13assett during thatperiod would have to demonstrate
to the -committee why it should
not be penalized if it hired Bassett.
Mumme resigned amid the turbulence of an internal investigation by Kentucky into allegations
of wrongdoing in the football program.
The probe began in November
2000 and intensified the following month when a Louisville newspaper published copies of $1,400
in money orders sent from Bassett to the coach of a Memphis,
Tenn., high school where the Wildcats were courting recruits.
Mumme reached a $1 million
settlement with Kentucky to end
his contract and still lives in Lexington.
He didn't coach during the 2001
season.

'Breds slated
fifth in MC
preseason poll
Staff Report
OVC Preseason Poll
Murray Ledger & Times
Note: Voted on by OVC baseball coachThe Murray State Thoroughbreds
es; coaches could not vote for the their
own teams; each team receives seven
were picked to finish fifth in this
points for a first-place vote; six points
year's Ohio Valley Conference prefor a second-place vote, etc. first-place
season baseball poll, released by
votes are shown in parenthesis.
league officials Wednesday after,
1. Austin Peay (7)
49
noon.
2. Southeast Missouri
ao
Austin Peay State — 32-20 and
3. Eastern Illinois (1)...
38
9-12 in the OVC a season ago
4. Tennessee Tech
5. Murray State
-- received all seven first-place
6. Eastern Kentucky
22
....
19
49
votes for the top spot after fin7. Morehead State
17
ishing as the runner-up in last
8. Tennessee-Martin
8
spring's OVC Tournament. Teams
received seven points for a first- 52 RBI in 2000), who sat out last
place vote, six for a second-place season with a hand injury.
vote, etc.
On the mound, the Goys return
Southeast Missouri State (34- their top three starters — headed
20, 12-9) was second with 40 points,— by a pair of left-handers in junfollowed by defending regular-sea- ior Stephen Pew (8-4, 4.85 ERA)
son champion Eastern Illinois (35- and senior Mike Weel (6-6, 4.40).
20, 19-1), defending tournament
Southeast Missouri was the regchamp Tennessee Tech (33-30, 12- ular-season runners-up a year ago.
9). MSU (28-26-1, 10-11), East- Despite the loss of several key
ern Kentucky (25-31, 8-12). More- players, the Indians have a solid
head State (19-35, 7-14) and Ten- core of experienced players returnnessee-Martin (8-46, 3-18).
ing.
The 'Breds return five starters
Two of those veterans are senfrom last season, including senior ior second baseman
Clemente
outfielder Billy Moore, who led Bonilla (.382,
61 BB), the 2001
the OVC in hitting last season OVC Player
of the Year, and firstwith a .382 average and led MSU
team All-OVC junior shortstop
in runs scored with 61.
Zach Boroiak (.313, 32 RBI).
Murray also welcomes back its
SEMO's pitching corps took a
top run producer in junior first
hit with the graduation of three
baseman Brett McCutchan, who
top hurlers, including 2001 OVC
paced the team in home runs (8)
Pitcher of the Year Todd Penand RBIs (57).
The 'Breds did lose top pitch- nington, but should benefit from
er Aaron Russelburg (6-5, 3.51 the return of senior left-hander
ERA) to the professional ranks, Brad Purcell (5-2. 5.04 ERA).
Eastern Illinois lost just one
but do return seven pitchers to
conference
game a year ago in
the roster.
finishing
as
the league's regularAustin Peay welcomes back five
starters from last season's team, season champion. Four starters are
which advanced to the finals of back for the Panthers, led by 2001
the OVC Tournament for the first OVC Rookie of the Year Ben
time since winning the crown in Duke (.355, 41 RBI) and firstteam All-OVC junior designated
1996.
The hulk of the Governors' hitter Bret Pignatiello (.328, 31).
On the hill, EIU will feature
offense returns in 2002, led by
first-team All-OVC junior catcher three returning starters. A pair of
A.J. Ellis (.335, 58 RBI) and'sen- senior right-handers will lead the
ior third baseman Michael John- unit — second-team All-OVC selec„ son (.341, 45 RBI).
tion Pete Martin (7-2, 5.60 ERA,
APSU will also welcome back 72 K) and All-OVC honorable
senior outfielder Ben Fuller (.326, mention Scott Metz (6-2, 4.85).

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Having joined fellow All 'A'
Classic state quarterfinalist Murray High among the state's top
20 girls' basketball teams in scoring margin,, some had to wonder if 11th-ranked Newport Central Catholic was battle-tested.
The Lady Thoroughbreds (191), who lost five seniors from
last year's All 'A' Classic runner-up squad and boast three
sophomores and a freshman
among their top seven players,
were victorious in their first 17
games before falling at home to
Lexington Catholic 62-44 Jan.
21.
But while defeating _their foes
by an average score of 62-42,
NewCath — the Ninth Region
All 'A' champs — had won just
three games by less than five
points this year going into the
All 'A' Classic state tournament.
- However, Murray head toad)
Rechelle Cadwell Turner has no
doubts about the Lady Thoroughbreds'toughness in big games
after watching NewCath overcome
poor shooting (16-of-49 from the
field, 2-of-14 from 3-point range,
9-of-28 from the free-throw line)
to beat 10th Region champion
Paris 43-39 Wednesday.
NewCath's win over the 14-6
Lady Greyhounds in the first
round of the All 'A' Classic at
Eastern Kentucky University's
McBrayer Arena in Richmond
followed Murray's 60-47 victory
over Third Region representative
Whitesville Trinity.
The Lady Tigers — the first
team from the First Region to
win a game in the All 'A.Classic state tournament since Murray beat Caverna in 1997 — will
meet the Lady Thoroughbreds
Friday at 8 a.m. CST for a got
in Saturday's 9 a.m. CST semifinal against either Louisville Holy
Cross or No. 2 West Carter.
"They are very young, but
they have a very well-rounded
team and they've proven themselves,” said Cadwell Turner of
NewCath.
"Right now, it's just time to
survive and advance, and they
diewhatever it took to win and
we will do whatever it takes to
win."
In other action Wednesday,
Louisville Holy Cross beat No.
16 Dawson Springs 55-39, No.

11' Omsk Mills

Girls Quarterfinals
Lady Tigers i16-41 vs
Newport Central
Catholic (19-1)
Friday, 8 a.m. (CST)
McBrayer Arena
Friday's Other Quarterfinal Games
Holy Cross vs West Carter, 9:30
Clinton Co vs Lex. Christian, 11
Jackson Co vs Campbellsville, 12:30
Semifinals
Saturday, 930 a.m. and 10:30
Championship Game
Sunday, 11.45 am.

2 West Carter beat Owen County 43-34, No. 8 Clinton County
beat Whitesburg 67-53, Lexington Christian beat Louisville
Christian 48-35, No. 5 Jackson
County beat Betsy Layne 69-42
and Campbellsville beat Somerset 60-51. ,
The Lady Thoroughbreds
defeated Paris in spite of a 1of-15 shooting effort from 5-11
sophomore point guard Nicole
.Chiodi, who still produced five
points, 13-rebounds, five steals,
three assists and three blocked
shots.
Heather Maudlin, a 5-10 junior center, made all six of her
shots from the floor for 14 points,
while 5-8 freshman guard Jayme
Thiem (five steals, four rebounds)
and 5-7 sophomore guard Jenny
Prigge each added nine points.
On the season. Chiodi has
paced NewCath's four-guard
attack with 17 points per game
while Thiem has pitched in 14.7
per contest.
While converting 15 Paris
turnovers into 16 points, the Lady
Thoroughbreds struggled against
Paris' zone defense. Still, Cadwell Turner thinks NewCath has
the tools to beat the zone and
is capable of scoring inside.
"We saw them play against
some zone, and they have the
ability ,to _shoot from the outside," Cadwell Turner said."Chiodi is a great penetrator, so they
can go inside-out."
NewCath's shots in the paint
against Murray will have to go
over 6-1 senior center Paige
Adlich and 5-11 senior forward
Ashley Tripp.
Adlich blocked five shots to
go along with a 27-point, 11rebound performance on 9-of-13
shooting against Whitesville Trinity (12-5) while Tripp dropped
in 16 points on three_ 3-pointers.
Fellow senior Delanda Olive
added four points and 12 rebounds

STEVEN RICHARDSON/Eastern Progress

POST PARTY...Murray High senior forward Paige Adlich
dominated post play on Wednesday with 27 points and
11 rebounds during the Lady Tigers' All 'A' Classic state
tournament victory over Whitesville Trinity.
while junior guards Sherrie Sexton (eight points, four assists)
and Ashley Patterson (three points,
four assists) fought through a 24turnover day against the Lady
Raiders' full-court pressure to
deliver an 18-of-35 outing from
the field.
"Paige played a great game,
but her teammates made some
great passes to her," Cadwell Turner said. "Our guards did a great
job of beating the press and getting the ball to Paige in position where she could score."
Murray also ranks with NewCath among the state's best defen-

sive teams — allowing 42.9 points
per game — and showed why
Wednesday, holding Trinity to
16-of-58 shooting.
The Lady Raiders missed their
first 16 3-pointers and finished
1-of-19 from beyond the arc.
Having gone through it once,
Cadwell Turner is looking forward to another 8 a.m. CST tipoff.
"I think our kids stepped up
to the challenge," the Lady Tiger
mentor said. "Our chemistry is
there; the kids are confident and
playing well together, and we
feel we can win (Friday)."

Super Bowl XXXVI

Belichick decides on Brady
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — New
England Patriots coach Bill
Belichick wanted to make sure
Tom Brady is healthy.
Everything else, he already
knows.
Belichick chose Brady to start
at quarterback in the Super Bowl
against the St. Louis Rams, passing on Drew Bledsoe for the poised
former backup who won Bledsoe's
job — and each of the Patriots'
last eight games.
"Tom Brady demonstrated in
practice that he is fit to play,"
Belichick said Wednesday after
Brady showed no lingering problems from an ankle injury that
knocked him out of the AFC title
game. "He will be our starting
quarterback on Sunday."
The decision means Bledsoe may
have played his last game for the
team that made him the first overall pick in 1993 and gave him a
10-year, $103 million contract last
summer that remains the richest
in NFL history.
Neither quarterback was available for comment after beidg
informed of the decision by
Belichick.
Belichick chose Brady with the
199th overall pick of the 2000
draft. The Patriots carried him on
the roster all of last season as a
rare fourth quarterback, but by this
summer, Brady had vaulted over
Michael Bishop and Damon Huard
to be Bledsoe's primary backup.
When Bledsoe was injured in
Week 2 — keeping him in the
hospital for several days and out
of practice for seven weeks —
Brady filled in so well that
Belichick stayed with him even after

BRADY IT IS...Tom Brady, seen here in an early-season
matchup with the Rams, will start on Sunday when the
Patriots take on St. Louis in the Super Bowl.
Bledsoe was ready to return.
Although Bledsoe was told he
would have a chance to win his
job back. Belichick soon decided
he didn't have the practice time
to hold a competition and still
prepare for the week's opponent.
He gave the job to Brady, and
things couldn't have turned out
better for New England ever since.
The 24-year-old Brady was the
AFC's third-rated passer while lead-

ing the Patriots to an 11-5 record
in the regular season. They were
5-11 last season and started this
season 0-2.
New England won six consecutive games to win the division
title and then beat the Oakland
Raiders 16-13 in a snowy overtime to earn a spot in the conference title game.
But when Brady sprained his
left ankle in the conference cham-

pionship last Sunday, Bledsoe came
on in relief, leading New England
to a 24-17 win over Pittsburgh
and creating a quarterback controversy for the Super Bowl.
Belichick put off questions about
who would start, saying he would
wait until after Wednesday's practice to decide.
He even asked a pool reporter
not to identify who took the most
snaps in practice, apparently figuring that would be a giveaway
since the starter usually takes most
of the practice snaps with the
offense.
Before announcing his choice,
Belichick took one last look at a
videotape to make sure Brady was
moving OK. When he was sure
Brady's ankle wasn't a problem,
he saw no reason to make a change.
Bledsoe, meantime, could be
traded or dangled in the expansion draft with hopes the Houston Texans take his $7.5 million
2002 salary out from under the
Patriots' cap. Or, the team could
keep both quarterbacks.
"If I have a vote, I would not
be against both of them playing
for us next year unless someone
comes with a blockbuster offer for
,
either one," Kraft said.
And what might that be?
"Oh, I don't know, ask the
coach," he said.
Asked how he would feel if he
were told in the offseason that Brady
would be the quarterback next
year, Bledsoe said, 'The future's
the future and, right now, we're
focused on this game, this week,
and whatever happens after that
happens. Right now, we're not
going to even address that."
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Tigers fend off Cardinals
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Louisville put the foul very well, and they lean into you
up a strong fight toward the end, but it was- and hit you," Pitino said. "Where they hurt
us was in transition, ducking their heads and
n't enough.
getting
fouled."
USA)
Conference
3-5
(12-7,
The Cardinals
Dajuan Wagner led Memphis with 23 points,
fell 80-70 Wednesday to the Memphis Tigers
while Earl Barron added 19 points and 11
(18-4, 8-0).
rebounds.
Carthe
game,
the
of
Though behind most
Wagner is the son of Milt Wagner, who
dinals stayed within striking distance, trailing
was a starter on Louisville's 1986 NCAA
73-70 with 3:07 left to play.
"They don't stop, and their relentless play championship team. The elder Wagner is now
is what keeps them in games and wins games coordinator of basketball operations for Memphis.
for them," Tiger coach John Calipari said.
Kelly Wise had 16 points and 18 rebounds
The victory gave Calipari a win over
Louisville's Rick Pitino in their first meeting for the Tigers, and Antonio Burks added 10
at the college level since both returned from more.
Luke Whitehead had 20 points to lead
the NBA.
"You knew it was going to be a hard- Louisville. Reece Gaines had 17 points, and
fought game and Rick wasn't going to let his Ellis Myles had 15 more and 15 rebounds for
the Cardinals.
guys go away," Calipari said.
The final score was the Tigers' largest lead
Pitino said the Tigers simply outmaneuvered his Cardinals, particularly as the game of the second half.
Calipari is in his second season with Memwound down.
"We just got overwhelmed. Memphis draws phis, while Pitino is in his first with Louisville.

Their last meeting was at the 1996 Final
Four when Calipari was at Massachusetts and
Pitino was with Kentucky. Kentucky won that
game and went on to take the NCAA championship.
Calipari moved to the NBA in 1996 to
coach the New Jersey Nets. Pitino, who had
previous NBA experience with the New York
Knicks, became coach of the Boston Celtics
in 1997.
Memphis hit on only 19 of 35 free throws
while shooting 41 percent from the field.
Louisville hit five of 10 from the line and 42
percent from the field.
Louisville hit three of 16 3-point attempts,
while Memphis hit five of 13.
Memphis led 38-34 at halftime after building leads of I I points three times.
The Tigers were up 29-18 at 6:28 of the
first half after two free throws by Wise.
But the Cardinals went on a 14-3 run to
tie the score at 32 on a layup by Gaines with
3:10 left in the half.

Tide rolls past Razorbacks
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — Alabama took a steals.
The Crimson Tide had just 13 turnovers, several
year of pent-up emotions out on Arkansas on Wednesby the reserves late.
day night.
"I was hoping this would be the game where we
The seventh-ranked Crimson Tide built up a 35point lead in the second half and had five players . would all see the difference in our team from last
score in double figures in a 109-94 victory over the year to this year," coach Mark Gottfried said of the
point guard position. "He jumped in there and played
Razorbacks.
Alabama (18-3, 6-1 Southeastern Conference) lost a very, very good game."
Freshman Earnest Shelton and Rod Grizzard each
twice to Arkansas last season, including the Crim21 points as Alabama snapped a three-game
had
the
in
Coliseum
son' Tides only defeat at Coleman
streak - against Arkansas, which forced 28
losing
Fayetin
blowout
87-58
an
and
seasons
two
last
turnovers in the meeting here last season._ Erwin.
-teviilt.
"Not only did they beat us at Arkansas, they Dudley added 12 points and 10 rebounds.
Alabama shot 60.7 percent the second half and
really killed us," said Terrance Meade, who had 15
points. "We used that as motivation and came out went l3-of-29 from 3-point range. The Tide led 5234 at halftime.
there and put them away."
"They outplayed us in every department," Arkansas
lithad
Williams
Maurice
guard
point
Freshman
tle trouble with the Razorbacks' vaunted full-court coach Nolan Richardson said. "They played rings
press, getting 13 points, seven assists and three around us in the first half."

NEW YORK (AP) — With
two weeks left before the start
of spring training, Jeffrey Loria
still was negotiating Wednesday
on his purchase of the Marlins,
leading to the possibility Florida
will not have a manager until
just before camp opens.
Loria, who currently owns the
Montreal Expos, does not have
a signed agreement for his contemplated $158 million purchase
of the Marlins from John Henry,
two lawyers with knowledge of
the talks said Wednesday on the
condition they not be identified.
Henry heads the group buying the Red Sox for $660 million, from the Jean R. Yawkey
Trust. After the Boston sale was
approved by major league own-

GRIZZARD

played at Highlands High School
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Arson charges against two Uni- in Fort Thomas, Ky.. withdrew from
versity of Kentucky football play- school earlier this month.
Darveau remained enrolled but
ers were dismissed Wednesday
was suspended by football coach
upon the recommendation of prosGuy itforriss pending the outcome
ecutors.
Three players, all freshmen who of the case. He was reinstated on
Wednesday.
were redshirted this season, were
The school issued a statement
charged with first-degree arson after
Wednesday night saying Morriss
a Dec'. 11 fire in the Kinvin I
dormitory that damaged a- bulletin- - had RO -COFTUTICRL- Darveau---is-sued
a statement through the school
board but did not cause injury.
Charges against defensive line- saying he was glad to have the
matter behind him.
man Ben Scott, 19, and offensive
lineman Jeremy Darveau, 20, were
dropped Wednesday. Scott did,
however, plead guilty to possession of alcohol and paid a fine.
The third player, defensive back
Brett Hamblen, 19, waived a preliminary hearing during a court
appearance Wednesday, sending the
case against him to a Fayette
County grand jury. He pleaded
innocent to the arson. charge on
Dec. 13.
Scott and Hamblen, who both

ers Jan. 16. commissioner Bud
Selig said he hoped Loria's deal
for the Marlins would be finalized quickly.
Loria's talks with Henry had
narrowed their differences to just
a few, and a deal could be signed
later this week, the lawyers said.
Selig still hasn't scheduled another owners' meeting and, according to baseball's rules, he must
give teams 10 days' notice.
That means the earliest Loria's
purchase of the Marlins could be
approved is Feb. 11, just three
days before spring training camps
start opening in Florida and Arizona.
Loria intends to sell the Montreal franchise back to the other
29 teams for $120 million.

Cerbfted
1761pician
Alistant
Jonathan Greene,PA-C
Board Certified Physician Assistant,
Jonathan Greene, MT(A,SCP)PA-C,will be
assisting Dr. Ahmadi with hospital rounds
and the medical management and follow-up
of hematology and oncology patients.
Originally from Mayfield,and now residing in Murray,Jonathan earned his bachelor's of
science degree in Medical Technology from Murray State University in 1998. He earned
his Physician Assistant training in 2001 from Southern Illinois University in Carbondale,
Illinois.

SCOREBOARD,
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency Surto

Auto
insurance

Van HaverStOCk

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCORES
Wednesday s Games
Albany,
EAST
N Y 74, New Hampshire 57
American University 67 Navy 66 i0T)
Central Connecticut State 76 Ouinnipiac
66
Colgate 82. Army 72
Delaware 75 Virginia Commonwealth 70
Drexel 78, William & Mary 61
Hofstra 62, Towson 60
Holy Cross 73, Bucknell 65
lona 61 Canisius 60
Lafayette 68, Lehigh 63
Manhattan 96. St Peter's 87
Manst 67 Loyola Mcl 53
Rutgers 61. Connecticut 53
Temple 91, Fordham 74
Villanova 84 Virginia Tech 77
Wagner 95, Sacred Heart 74
West Virginia 89. Providence 81
SOUTH
Alabama 109. Arkansas 94
Alabama A&M 79. Morris Brown 71
Centenary 84, Louisiana Tech 71
Davidson 72, Wofford 61
ETSU 96. VMI 77
Georgia Southern 80, Savannah State 41
Georgia Tech 77. Florida St 46
James Madison 67. Old Dominion 61
Memphis 80, Louisville 70
Mississippi 73, Vanderbilt 61
Mississippi St 72, Auburn 64

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL

Taking heakhcair newplaces.
1

FAR WEST
Colorado 95, Baylor 88
Gonzaga 102. Portland 67
Pepperdine 84 Loyola Marymount 59

(*On most cars & trucks)

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Creative
Planning
Creates
Success

wv4‘

Steven G.Sacora, CPA/PFS,CFP
I own and operate two complementary financial
practices - a certified public accounting(CPA)
practice and a certified financial(CFP) service.
This unique combination of financial services
gives me the ability to thoroughly analyse the
financial needs of my clients. By monitoring
their portfolios on an on-going basis and
selecting just the right products, I can help
my clients increase wealth and protect
present assets.
Experience and creativity have enabled
me to generate and implement unique plans
that have been instrumental in helping my
clients to save taxes and accumulating wealth.
Call me today for a complementary appointment.

To schedule an appointment,call 270-7594199.

COUNTY

North Texas 98 St Edward's 71
Oklahoma 58, Oklahoma St 53

814.95'

CPA/PFS, CFP
Personal Financial Specialist

Regional Cancer Center
204 South 9th Street Suite A
Murray, KY 42071
270-7594199

SOUTHWEST

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

Steven G. Sacora

Certified Physician Assistant
Murray Oncology Associates

MIDWEST
Akron 74, Ohio 73
Bowling Green 78. Western Mrohrgan 66
Butler 59 Wisconsin-Milwaukee 58
Creighton 80, Southwest Missouri State
74
Drake 80. Wichita St 64
Illinois St 70, N Iowa 55
Kansas St 71. Texas 70
Michigan St 71 Michigan 44
Minnesota 94 Penn St 70
N Illinois 95. Toledo 91 OT
Nebraska 80. Texas Tech 69
Northwestern 69. Wisconsin 60
Notre Dame 89 Pittsburgh 76
S Illinois 101, Evansville 62
Xavier 79, Duquesne 65

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Applications are now being evaluated for the Ten
Star All-Star Summer Basketball Camp. Boys and girls ages 10-19 are eligible
to apply for the invitation-only camp, which drew players from 48 states and
seven foreign countries last year.
Past Ten Star participants include Michael Jordan, Tim Duncan, Vince Carter,
Jerry Stackhouse, Grant Hill and Antawn Jamison. College scholarships are
possible for players selected to the All-Atnerican Team.
Camp locations include: Athens, Tenn.; Thousand Oaks, Calif.; Babson Park,
Fla.; Gainesville, Ga.; Champaign, III.; Greencastle, Ind.; Dubuque, Iowa: Hillsdale, Mich.; St. Paul, Minn.; Rochester, N.Y.; Boiling Springs, N.C.; North Canton, Ohio; Lock Haven, Pa.; Bristol, R.I.; Cmmerce, Texas; BlackSburg, Va. and
Olympia, Wash.
There will also be team camps for high school and AAU teams in Thousand Oaks, Babson Park, Greencastle, Hillsdale, Boiling Springs, Lock Haven
--and-Blacksburg. For alree--brochure,--calt 1-704-568-6801.

Board Certified as a Physician Assistant,Jonathan is also ACLS Certified,a member of
the American Academy ofPhysician Assistants,and a member ofthe Society ofClinical
Pathologists.

Jonathan Greene,PA-C

North Carolina A&T 76, South Carolina State
71
North Carolina-Asheville 80, Radford 71
Richmond 61. George Washington 53
South Carolina 80. Georgia 67
Tennessee 61, LSU 58
Wake Forest 82. North Carolina State 81

SportsBriefs

Arson charges against
UK gridders dropped

Marlins' sale unlikely
to gain approval until
Feb. 11 at earliest
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319 Sacora Lane
Sedalia, KY 42079
(270) 382-2773 /(800)995-5797
www.sacora.com / steve@sacora.com
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Postal service addresses
concerns on irradiated mail

Red Cross photo

RED CROSS TRIBUTE ... Dr. Ruth Cole (I-r), Dr. Donald E. Jones and Walt Apperson were
honored along with Stuart Poston (not pictured) for their contributions and work with the
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross at a recent chapter meeting. Dr. Cole
has dedicated 59 years to the Red Cross, Dr. Jones served as chairman from 1986-95,
Apperson has served 24 years on the chapter's Board of Directors, and Poston was appointed to the board in 1976 and served until January 2001.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Postal Service sought to reassure the
public — and mailroom workers —
that irradiated mail is not dangerous.
"We have had the mail tested by
a number of agencies and they have
determined that there is not a level
of carbon monoxide or any other
toxic substances that should cause
anyone to become ill," postal executive Deborah K. Wilhite said
Wednesday.
In an effort to negate any future
anthrax attack, the post office is
radiating
mail addressed to
Washington ZIP codes where federal agencies are located. It is treating
about 350,000 items a day addressed
to ZIP codes 20200 through 20599.
There have complaints of fumes,
and people have reported feeling ill
after opening the radiated mail, and
experiencing skin reactions.
"We understand very, very clearly this has been a tense and worrisome time," Wilhite said.
Wilhite said she could not speculate on what has been causing the
reported illnesses.
The process of irradiating mail
does cause it to become drier than
normal and that means people handling the mail will encounter more
dust and will have drier skin on their
hands, she said.

Thomas G. Day, postal vice president for engineering, said the radiation process causes the mail to
release carbon monoxide and ozone,
and also leads to the release of some
volatile compounds from the plastic
bags that hold the mail.
Irradiated mail is held in a venting area for at least 24 hours to allow
these gases to escape, Day said. It is
only delivered when any traces of
gas are below levels considered safe
by the Environmental Protection
Agency.
When the system was first begun,
some postal workers began suffering
headaches when handling radiated
mail, Day said. That was solved by
adding ventilating hoods that draw
the gases away from the workers
into filters.
The radiation process was started
after contaminated letters were
received at the offices of Senate
Majority Leader Thomas Daschle,
D-S.D., and Sen. Patrick Leahy, DVt., in the fall.
Five people, including two
Washington postal workers, have
died of anthrax since contaminated
letters were mailed from New Jersey
in September and October. More
than a dozen people were infected in
New York, New Jersey, Florida and
Washington.

Day said that in addition to radiating the Washington mail, the
agency is working on technology
that can be used across the country
to either sanitize the mail or quickly
detect the presence of dangerous
materials.
He said the post office finally has
eliminated its backlog of letters to
be treated and is now moving mail
through its radiation system on a
steady basis — though that does still
result in a delay of about 72 hours in
delivery. There is still a backlog of
packages, he said.
The exposure to powerful electron beams kills anthrax but can also
discolor paper and make it brittle
and can distort plastic. Wilhite said
the post office will work with museum officials and others concerned
about preventing damage to valuable items.
Under the current system mail
addressed to the federal ZIP codes is
collected at a facility in Landover,
Md., and then taken to Washington's
Brentwood facility for shipment.
The Brentwood building is
closed because of anthrax contamination inside, but mail is being handled under tents in the parking lot.
The mail to be treated is shipped
to facilities in Lima, Ohio, or
Bridgeport, N.J.

InTennessee

DO to Steal
Your

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The search for a tax Consensus among Gov.
Don Sundquist and legislative leaders went the opposite direction
Wednesday, expanding the options rather than narrowing them.
The group, which includes legislative leaders from both houses and both
parties, met for 5 1/2 hours in the governor's residence. They went into the
meeting with a list of 10 possible tax options and came out with 18.
The leadership group said none has yet been identified as the preferred
option.
They are deciding how to raise between $700 million and $1.2 billion in
new taxes next year.
The group assessed the options based on four criteria: The adequacy of
the plan to fund state government for the long term; how much of it could be
deducted from federal income taxes; how much of it could be exported to
non-Tennesseans; and how well its income growth would match that of the
general economy.
Members of the group were careful afterward to stress that nothing has
been taken off the table, but a difference in direction was growing apparent.
The Senate appears to be leaning toward raising the 6 percent sales tax.
That has the advantage of being a tax that could be raised in time to help
with a projected $350 million shortfall in the budget year ending June 30.
If the tax were raised by a penny on April 1, it would generate an estimated $175 million for the current year.
A one-cent increase would not meet the target for up to $1.225 billion next
year that the leadership group has identified, however. It would have to be
combined with some other levy to raise that kind of money. A penny increase
would be worth about $700 million to $725 million a year.

All new installations
,4 receive our Expanded Basic
Service FREE for the
month of February.
128.95 value channels 2-70
+ Cable TV and/or High Speed Internet
4* Free Installation
*** Low Prices

+ Local Service 24 Hours A Day
•:* No Hassles + No Contracts
No Gimmicks

Don't Forget To Place Your Greeting Ads On MES Cable Channel 15

1

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Tennessee will lose one-quarter of its federal
highway funds — nearly $159 million — if the Federal Highway
Administration follows through on a plan to cut the amount of money it sends
to states.
About half of the state's $1.4 billion transportation department budget
comes from federal dollars. Tennessee officials say they aren't going to give
up the money without a fight.
Transportation Commissioner Bruce Saltsman, chief administrator Mike
Shinn and roadbuilder lobbyist Kent Starwalt are among a group of
Tennesseans going to Washington, D.C., next week to talk to the state's congressional delegation about preserving the funds.
At least one member of the state's delegation in Congress says he
already plans to fight the president's proposal.
"These are unprecedented cuts," said U.S. Rep. Bob Clement, a
Democrat and member of the House Transportation Committee. "This realty
puts the brakes on highway improvements not just in Tennessee but throughout the country."
He said Democrats on the committee, who are a minority in the
Republican-controlled House, have begun discussing how best to oppose
the cuts.
"I think you'll see a bill introduced to restore these funds, and some parliamentary maneuvers as well," Clement said. "I'm really surprised the Bush
administration iwould move in this direction, but today that's what they're
planning to do.-

Find Everything You Need Here
• Local News• Sports
• Community News• Bargains
It's All In
The Ledger & Times

35'

THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT

State Farm has discounts
available on car insurance.
See me to find out how you may qualify.
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street

Murray, KY
270-753-9935

ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

753-5312

STATE FARM

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
statefarm.com"
'HSU,ANC E.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company (Not In NJ)
State Farm indemnity Company (NJ)• Home Offices Bloomington. lands
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Male a cappella
quintet performs
MCMA concert
The Murray Civic Music
Association offers another concert
in its 2001-02 season on Feb. 5 at
Murray State's Lovett Auditorium.
Ensemble Amarcord, five former
choristers of the famous St. Thomas
Boy's Choir in Leipzig, have
emerged in the past few years as
continental Europe's finest male a
cappella quintet.
The blend of humor, charm, elegance, flawless intonation, rarely
heard homogeneity and unwavering
vocal virtuosity have left audiences
delighted since the ensemble's debut
in 1992.
Their performance in Murray
includes a presentation to local
school children at Lovett starting at
1:45 p.m. "This is a continued
commitment by Murray Civic
Music Association to make world
class entertainment available to
local and area children," said Jan
Wilson, board member. "We think
all children should have the opportunity to hear these musicians."
Students from 6th, 7th and 8th
grades and high school chorus programs from Murray and Calloway
County systems have been invited.
Ensemble Amarcord will begin
its next concert at 7:30 p.m. from the
general public and MCMA membership. Tickets are available at the
door. Murray
Civic
Music
Association members and area Civic
Music organizations attend based on
their memberships. Doors will open
one hour early.
Ensemble Amarcord has won a
number oftop international prizes in
the field, including the Grand Prix

'Dancer in
the Dark'
shown at
MSU tonight
Murray State University's spring
edition of Cinema International
offers a showing of "Dancer in the
Dark" on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 and 2.
The film will be shown nightly at
7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
ter on MSU's campus.
The 2000 film from Denmark,
France and Sweden is about Selma,
a pure-hearted, but not-too-bright,
single mother and Czech immigrant
who comes to 1950s America with
her son, Gene, thinking it will be
something like what she has seen in
Hollywood musicals.
Movies, a part in "The Sound of
Music" and a single overriding passion gird her against all disappointments. Selma desperately saves her
money to get her son an operation
which will spare him eventual
blindness due to a gene defect. She
too carries the gene and is going
blind. When she meets Bill, her
landlord and local policeman, one
tragedy leads to another.
"Dancer in the Dark- stars Bjork,
Catherine Deneuve, David Morse,
Peter Stormare and StelIan
Skarsard. Directed by Lars Von
Trier, the 160-minute film is rated
"R." The film is in English.
MSU students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited to
attend the showing at no charge.

RICK MALKIN/Photo

BABY'S BIRTH ... The principals of "Baby, The Musical" (left to right): Lewis Kempfer, Erin
Parker, John Warren, Rebecca Holden, Erica Rowlett, Daniel Vincent. Rowlett is a native of
Murray.

Ensemble Amarcord

Murray native in starring role

Choir Competition in Spain, the
FRANKLIN,Tenn. — Murray native Erica Rowlett Tennessee Center for Performing Arts in Nashville.
International
Mendelssohn
has a starring role in "Baby, The Musical" playing at
For ticket information, contact the Boiler Room
Competition, the German Music
Franklin, Tenn.'s Boiler Room Theatre beginning Feb. Theatre at (615)794-7744. Performances are Tuesday,
Competition, the International Choir
1 through March 2.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings at 8 p.m. and
Rowlett is well-known for her many roles at the Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. The show. also stars Rebecca
Competition in Finland, and the first
local Playhouse in the Park. She is a graduate of Holden, who was a regular on the popular television
Choir Olympiad in Austria.
Belmont University and has theater credits at the his- series "Knight Rider" and "General Hospital."
Ensemble Amarcord's programtorical Merry-Go-Round Theater and the Gateway
The Boiler Room is a professional theater housed in
ming versatility is suggested by the
Playhouse in New York, and with the Ryman and The Factory at Franklin, Tenn.
range of the ensemble's first three
compact discs: "Insalata a cappella"
featuring secular music through the
ages; ballads, catches, madrigals,
The Paducah Symphony
Paducah
folk song, opera parodies, spirituals,
Chamber
Music Series presents
FRANKFORT, Ky. - March I is artists who have attained a certain
ete. "In-adventu-Domini" featuring the
OKCJICS1 K io
deadtine- Thr the Kentucky- Arts level of-proficiency as represented
music for Advent and Christmas Council Professional Development by work samples included with the
from Gregorian chant to Gospel Grant Program for individual artists, application.
For tickets.
from Germany to Trinidad and which has been designed to help
Requests for assistance may be
(800)738-3727
Dufay to Mauersberger; and "Hear artists further their careers in a num- up to $500 with a one-to-one match
or 444-0065
the Voice" featuring spiritual works ber of ways. Eligible events and required. Applications for this proTicket office: 21st &
Sat., Feb. 2 (0, 7:30PM
activities_ might include attendance gram are accepted on a quarterly
Broadway in Paducah
from different centurieS.
at workshops,conferences, and mas- basis. For more information regardFor more information about the ter classes; production or mounting ing this program contact Heather
St. Thomas More Church
Tickets also sold at
Murray Civic Music Association, expenses for a first time perform- Lyons, Individual Artist Program
the door.
5645 Blandville Road - Paducah
please contact the Department of ance or exhibition; or preparation of Director, at 1-848-833-2787.
Music office at Murray State work samples. The program is open
to both emerging and established
University at 762-2382.

Aid offered to Ky. artists

SYMPHO

The Murray State Univ.
CONCERT CHOIR

DMT Furniture

A1014/
OPEN

New * Used * Consignment Furniture

Inventory Changes Daily
*New Living Room
Furniture
Includes Sectionals

411111144k A

*Chaise Lounges
*Leather Gliders
And Foot Stools

Here's a home equity rate
that breaks through the clufter.

*Children's Bedroom
Furniture

Take advantage of the lowest rate in years during the
Firstar Home Equity Loan Sale!

*Bar & Bar Stool Sets

This is not an introductory rate
(431 It's a fixed rate for the life of your loan

(La You may qualify for up to 125%

(ta Consolidate your debts
*Pay off your high interest credit cards

OIt's all backed with our
Five Star Service Guarantee

ei)

Check Out Our
Great Prices On
New Mattresses
& Box Springs

of your home's value

To apply, call 1-800-75-MONEY, ext. 4100, log onto
www.firstar.com, or stop by any-Fitstat-branc-h-.
Limited Time Loan Sale...Don't Wait...Apply Today!

*FIRS1AR

944 S. 12th St., Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

Five Star Service Guaranteed 47),

(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.) 767-9100

interest KIX MUIR: Faso, thane Equity arrsonnts depend .rr I.aor 'all, and'
I...legit your tax Als,,. reg,nding the de,ho,tobrhty
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(neeent bans 0/1011.ft exceed the value ot the pr,pert% Admespl 'peeress rates 'sliest a I Or, ditownt I,whavmg rh.niglents antoniattsally deducted fro', a I-ester che, king
I. MHZ.' 24". 4PR 'ller J1,1t1.714C 14110, .10.10111M1 loan JICIOUlli
Ilk tease 'd St 0.0()Oares1 a loan to value ratio '17-V'4 ROI. or less If,ther rates apply tor hwher
1.14s Citil depend ”.rf the bftIFF JIM *ors and the term 14 the loan Installment urr tkrrment exantple On a sto,nno. i.year loan at 241
.,47'R wisest/Ply p.n.:ems world
f'e 57W I( Foe the rate quoted s nst, '
the assount hy Msesh 24. 2012 Not gelid soth anv oiler 11i7s, rate j•sownts ye,sai
,Just apply hy March I, 2tIo:
..40.1t5
snhtest to Miff sppr,rat Rate, Ochret I tio change S,Mic reSIM11
,
,
1,max apply ttonic falsity loans JOT ,41C
Cti thhwjeh
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Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Feb I.
2002.
Your ability to learn allows you to transform not only who you are, but also what
you are capable of. Consider going back
to school or perhaps doing more extensive traveling. Some might opt for seminars or workshops. Your job desirability
increases as a result. Your serious
demeanor makes quite an impression on
a child or a loved one. Express your ethereal qualities more often. Let your imagination come out. If single, romance
could take a serious turn this summer If
attached, your relationship will draw on
your inner contentment. Design a special
trip together. Love heats up the airwaves
summer 2002_ LIBRA helps you open up
your mind.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have •
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average: 2-So-so: 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Make calls. Seek out information. Don't kid yourself about the importance of a family member who always
cheers you on. A serious discussion need
not be a difficult one. A meeting helps
you reveal your ideas. Tonight: Careful
with your anger.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Dig into work, knowing exactly
what you want to achieve. A nurturing
and caring attitude brings out the true
feelings in a key relationship. Someone
warms up, feeling protected. Listen to
someone who might know more than
you. Tonight: Opt for something totally
relaxing.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Someone drives a hard bargain, and it's your pleasure. You could go
overboard with spending. You might be
overly serious, but that discipline might
be necessary to reach one of your primary goals. An energized friend could
cause a problem. Tonight:. Find your
favorite person.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your enthusiasm could overwhelm a family member or roommate.
Use a partner's suggestion, even if it
means some juggling of your schedule.
Carefully reflect-on what is going on
with someone, rather than pull back.
Your caring means more than you realize. Tonight: Careful with a hot-tempered
person.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) ,
***** Reach out for others. Your
inner thoughts distract you in a key conversation or even when focusing quietly
on work. Juggle demands that could
involve research. Others push hard. Use
their efforts to help you mobilize and
direct your energy. Tonight: Hang out.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Talks about raises are very nice,

the reality is even better Don't spend
money before it amves Lively discussions give you and those around you a
new sense of direction. Creativity and
smiles abound in the workplace. You feel
like you can handle anything. Tonight:
Treat a co-worker to munchies.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your lively and animated
personality make you the focus of attention: As you are the nngleader, you initiate all decisions and actions for now.
Reach out for someone at a distance with
knowledge and confidence. Allow your
imagination to speak. Tonight: Don't let
someone's mood to get to you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take your time when making an
important decision. Don't let excitement
or others' enthusiasm get to you. A partner could be a bit off or out of sorts. Your
imagination takes you in a new direction.
Carefully get your ducks in a row so that
plans go off without a hitch. Tonight: Get
some exercise. Take a health break.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You score at work. You score
out of work. Aim for what you want. You
find a partner to be distracting, yet in an
odd way helpful. Energize those around
you to get the results you want. A child
or loved one might throw a tantrum, as
he or she feels left out. Tonight: Where
the crowds are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your innate leadership skills
emerge. Others listen and respond, sometimes with too much enthusiasm. Don't
let yourself be drawn up in the moment.
Follow through with your customary
efficiency. A family member does whatever he or she can to get your attention.
Tonight: Make a must appearance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Reach out for someone at a distance. Together focus on long-term
desires. A friend or associate pitches in
and helps you. Carefully review a situation that involves a creative endeavor.
You might see a last-minute problem.
Stay cool in a hot discussion. Tonight:
Take off as soon as possible.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Handle others with care with
the full knowledge of what you want. Be
ready for a "no," but work with someone's considerations. What might not
feel good to one person could be easy for
another. Be open to differences. Success
evolves through sensitivity. Tonight: Do
whatever it takes to make a loved one
happy.

Millions of acres certified with
Sustainable Forestry Initiative
WICKLIFFE, Ky. - Westvaco
Corporation recently announced its
1.2 million acres of forestland in the
U.S. have been certified as in conformance with the Sustainable Forestry Initiative, or SF1.
The independent audit firm of
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
(PwC)conducted extensive reviews
of the company's forestland management, Cooperative Forest Management landowner assistance program and wood procurement practices.
Experts from a variety of natural
resource professions served on
PwC's audit teams. They examined
a wide range of practices, including
long range planning, reforestation
of harvested sites, forest research,
protection of water quality, wildlife
habitat and biodiversity and outreach to non-industrial landowners.
Four separate audits, covering
the wood-sourcing areas for the
company's mills at Charleston,
S.C.; Covington, Va.; Luke, Md.;
Wickliffe, Ky.; and Evadale, Texas
were conducted beginning last
April. The SFI requires that participants re-certify their operations
within three years.
In the company's Wickliffe mill
and carbon plant area, the audit encompassed 190,000 acres of Westvaco land and 150,000 acres of forestland owned by private landowners enrolled in the local CFM program, as well as examining the
company's wood-buying practices.
Commenting on the completion
of the certification process, Westvaco Chainnan and CEO John A.
Luke, Jr. said, "We're pleased with
the results of this process. We have
-a long history of managing our forests sustainably, and we view this
certification as both a recognition of
our past efforts, and a benchmark
for moving forward."

The Sustainable Forestry Initiative was established by the American Forest & Paper Association to
assist forest landowners and woodusing businesses in the promotion
and practice of sustainable forestry.
Today, the SFI is run as an independent certifier of forestry practices, with a Sustainable Forestry
Board made up of stakeholders representing a broad spectrum of the
natural resources community.
Westvaco was the first forest
products company to publicly endorse the SFI and the first to publish
its SFI data on its website,
www.westvaco.com.
Westvaco Corporation, headquartered in Stamford. Conn., is a
leading producer of paperboard and
value-added packaging for media,
pharmaceutical and consumer markets, and is a major producer of
coated papers and specialty chemicals.
The company operates in 21
countries, serves customers in more
than 70 countries and employs approximately 17,000 people worldwide.

306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
Sports Nutrition
Enzymatic Products
Nature's Plus

All Prices Include Expert Installation.
Call Us For An Appointment

200 N. 4th St., Murray • 759-4766
Toll Free 1-888-321-0818

THIS IS A CANCER-ONLY CERTIFICATE
You select, in advance, the amount of coverage
from $5,000 to $50,000*.
*The cash benefit is paid directly to you or anyone
you designate.
The cash benefit is paid in addition to any
other existing coverage you may have.
*Not available in all states. Benefit amount is
available in increments of 1.5.000. Benefit
amount minimums and maximums may vary
in some states.

Timothy W. Hilbrecht. FIC
FIekl_Representatiye
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY
270-753-8113

)) lk

Vitamin & Herbs
Diet Products
All Groceries

This ceetificatelFerth *128-XX-0004) has
exclusions and reductions of benefits. For costs
and complete details of coverage, call your
Woodmen representative today!

WOOODMEN OW
FO
TH
OD
E:EO
NRLD/

)

MAHA
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA
wwwwoodmen.com
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Jolee's Boutique Stickers

RACEIN
FOR SAVINGS
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These stickers will add lots of dimension to your pages.

Ivy Cottage & Paperkuts Magazines
Get great ideasfrom the pros.

Designer Papers
New spring colors in all kinds of patterns.
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205(75R14
215175R15
205/70R15
225/60R I 6
235/75R15
31XJO5OR 1 5
LT265/75R I 6
235/7SR I S P265/75R16
P235/70RI6
LT215/85R16
LT235/85RI6
255/70R I S
205160R I 5
275/60R15

Montega
Montega
Montega
Millenium
Camache AT
Camache AT
Camache AT
Camache HT
Camache HT
Camache HT
Camache HT
Camache HT
Predator
Predator
Predator

205/65R15
215!70R15
I 95/70RI4
205/55RI6
225/SORI6
225/60R16
285/60R I6
235175RIS
265/75R I 6
LT265/75R I 6
LT 305/70RI6
31 X/050R15

Plus

Lots & Lots of new Spring Gifts
*Valentine Gifts *Sax Bags
*The Heart & Reflections Cards
& Frame Collection
*Much, Much More

Aquatread 3
Regatta 2
Integrity
Eagle LS
Eagle LS
Eagle GA
Eagle GTII
Wrangler RTS
Wrangler PIS
Wrangler ATS
Wrangler MTR
Wrangler MTR

Brakes, Shocks,
Struts, Alignment,
Flat Repairs,
Batteries, Belts,
Hoses, Flush
Coolant System
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235/7SR1S
205/70R15
215/70R15
205/65R15
185/75RI4
155/80R13
175/70R13
185/70R I4
195/60RI5
225/60R 16
235/70R15
P235/75R15
P245/75R16
P265/75RI6
P26S/70R17
LT315/75R16
LT235/8SR IS
31X/050R15

Navigator
Explorer
Explorer
Explorer
Celebrity
Celebrity
Metric
Metric
Charger
Charger
Charger
Safari SUV
Safari SUV
Safari SUV
Safari SUV
Safari AWR
Safari AWR
Safari MSR
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$9000

$83 00
$6300
$8500
$111 00
$10200
$12000
$10300
$113.00
$14500
$215 00
$15700

205/70R I 5
235/75R15
225/60RI6
235/75R15

Rainforce
Rainforce
XVV4
LTX M/S

GENERAL TIRE
195/70R14
195160R IS
205/60R15
235/60R15
I 95/75R14
205/75R IS
205/70R15
235/75R IS
235/75R15
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XP 2000
XP 2000
XP 2000
XP 2000
AM G45
AM G45
AM G45
AM X T
Grabber AT

$9000
$9900
$103.00
$11700
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$76.51
S53.57
$55.77
$52.51
$42.28
$29.95
$39.20
$41..31
$61.09
$72.94
$70.41
$76.53
$82.77
$94.65
$10259
$13842
$114.65
$117.52
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$4700
$5000
$4200
$5700
$44 00
$5300
$5500
$66 00
$7000
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With Goodyear
Instant Tire Refund
Coupons
Receive an extra
20% to 25% off
Goodyear and Kelly

CASTLEMAN
TIRE AND REPAIR
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KELLY
$38.59
$43.05
$45. I 4
$58.05
$60.00
$79.70
$81.06
$59.10
$7302
$6743
$76.70
$83.84
$58.34
$48.53
$60 06
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Come On In & Scrapbook With Us,
You Can Sit Down & Stay Awhile...

Downtow
Scrapboking. n • Court Square
Phone/Fax:(270) 753-0859
E-mail: wildrasp@murray-ky.net

Woodmen's First Source Cancer insurance provides a cash benefit to help pay those unexpected
expenses or items not covered by other
medical insurance plans.

Vow you can be
prepared, should
the unexpected
happen.

40011111•11ft

has started the year off with a bang!!!
New arrivals now in stock.

•

can strike anyone at anytime...

Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery

„WU Raopbemg

416 Main St

www.murrayledger.corn

50% Off All Stock 50% Off

Specialists in Custom Mfg. of True
Vinyl Thermal Replacement Windows

Gif
s
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A

Tell
your
sweetheart and
community how
much you care.
Submit a letter
today to our
VALENTINE
CONTEST.

Apple Blossom Health Food

Weather-Guard
Window Co.

Photo submitted

PASS PRESENTATION ... Woodmen of the World "Ranger"
Steve Stevens, Youth Lodge Leader and Field Associate, presented North Elementary School students with
their Cheri Movie passes and Mr. Gattis Pizza Buffet
passes for winning the on-going Accelerated Reader
Program.
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THURSDAY JANUARY 31, 2002

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray% Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

VISA
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
97.00 Column Inch,60(i Discount 2nd Run,
40c-r Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday
(Shopping Guide)
EINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word
per day.
$250 extra for Shopper iTues nasal heck go into Shopping tiuidr r2.50 extra
fur blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy at 753-1916 or stop by
our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Card of'Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to say a special thank
you to each one who has shared in
our sorrow and sadness in the sudden loss of Omer Lee Shields on Jan
24, 2002. To those who came to our
home, brought food, for the beautiful
flowers, to all who came to the funeral home,
to Rev. Clint Lester and Rev. Jerry Norsworthv
for the message and words of consolation. J.H
Churchill Funeral Home for the Icindness we
received and to all the pallbearers who carried
Omer Lee Shields to his final resting place
Thanks to all for the beautiful cards and donations we are still receiving and a special thanks
to everyone for their kindness. May the Lord
bless each of you.
The Family of
Omer Lee Shields
010

050
Lost end Found

Legal
Notice
I, A.W. Stephens, am no
onger responsible for any
debts other than my own
as of January 28, 2002.
020
Notice

060

060
Nelp Wanted

ARE you really serious
about working from home
If so call 1-888-217-5277
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$700+ per week plus benefits. No CDL? No Problem! CDL training is now
available in your area.
1-800-242-7364.
OTR Driver or Husband
and wife team needed, for
Midwest operation expediting car parts u/a late model straight truck with sleeper. CDL w/Hazmat, excellent MVR & work record
required. Very easy work.
No tarps, no chains or
binders. Paying 55% &
you buy fuel. 10 MPG
(270)382-2915

LOST - $100 REWARD

[Pr
----71
1
12 YR.OLD
YELLOW LAB
Answers to Tripp

BIBLE
MESSAGE
75915177

North of \lurra%
near ‘1iggios
Furniture.
759-1204, 759-4700
or 559-8887

ANNUAL PERM SALE

29.02

011er good

thru 1131/0

Bring in this ad for 10% OFF
on haircare products w/perrn.
• Specialty Wraps Higher • Long Hair Slightly Higher

).==. Family Haircare
Stith:

I
St. 1101/4 ato.1 bcliiiij Stli)
mpic Pia/a. Murray • 753-0542
N.

r

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 Nortli Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
1270/ 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
hike a Peek... It /mrc //apircHint,,

Ak-r-r s

CAMIFIE

200 N. 4th St.• 759-111.16 • 759-1761)
• High Speed Public Internet Access
1011) //40in It mi. ii,eatt Ii. t11144 (-mai/ iir. 4.11.1 i-Math
• Faxing • Printing • Computer Tutoring
(pin ave%. iiivimbh• two,6 p.m. h. Vp.m or hi appittittllielif I
Sit down to check e-mail, create or send
e-mail, relax with Man's Specialty Coffee
while you "Surf the Net"

OSO
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

FOUND 1 male chocoraT
Lab With no markings, and
1 black female Lab with a
star marking on chest
Both around 6 months old
759-4691 753-6806
FOUND: Border Collie has
been astray for about two
months Will turn over to
rightful owner if he recognizes you and wants to go
with you. Otherwise I'll
give him a good home
(731)247-5398

060
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger 8, Times.

Call 753-1916

TEACHING position Available: KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Area Technology
Center has an opening for
a Welding Teacher. This is
a 10.5 month per year position. Applicant must hold
or be eligible to hold the
Rank III KY teaching certificate or a KY Statement of
Eligibility in the subject
area to be taught. Must
have four years of welding
experience with two of the
years within the last five
years. Applications must
be received by the end of
business day on February
4, 2002. Call Dennis Harper, Principal at 270-7531870 or pick up an application at the Technology
Center located at 1800
Sycamore, Murray KY
42071.
SITTER / HOMEMAKERS
Caring People Services is
now expanding and needs
caring workers to provide
hospital sitting and nonmedical in home services
for geriatric clients. Senior
citizens applicants welcomed. Control your own
schedule. Contact Carolyn
Roberts (270)527-3784 or
Joni
Hogancamp
(270)575-4529 for application info
Restaurant crew members needed for all positions for all shifts. Apply
in person at sonic drive
In. 217 S. 12th St. no
phone calls please.
THE Bull Pen Steaks &
Spirits Now Hiring experienced servers, busboys,
and dishwashers, all shifts.
Apply in person, 2-4pm,
110 S 5th St.

Telecommunications On-line Development
Consultant, Center for Telecommunications
Systems Management, Murray State University.
Full time, non-tenure position to begin April
2002. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in
computer related field required. Master's
Degree is preferred. Experience with on-line
course development and multimedia software
applications is essential with demonstrated proficiency in at least three of the following applications
required:
Javscript,
Adobe
Photoshop/Illustrator, Corel Draw. Photopaint.
Macromedia
Authorware,
Dreamweaver.
Director/Flash or Visual Basic. Must possess
excellent written and communication skills.
Understanding of learning theory applied to new
delivery systems is desirable. Responsibilities:
Assist Telecommunications faculty in loading
their courses on-line. Work with faculty teaching
technical and business curricula in a multi-disciplinary program. Manage multiple project work
plans. Application Deadline: February 15,
2002 To Apply: Send letter of application.
resume, transcripts and names, addresses, and
phone numbers of three references to:
Telecommunications On-line Development
Consultant Search Committee, 207 Industry
and
Technology Center, Murray
State
University, Murray, KY 42071-3347. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray
State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted
DRIVERS
MAKE 2002
yQ1/8 YEAR!!
CDL Training Now
Available,'
Call 1-800-958-2353
5751 Briar Hill Rd
Lexington, KV

120

Help Wanted

KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
NEW computers $799 up
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
1p.m.-5p.m.
Sun.
Visa/ Mastercard.

If You Can Sell 10-15 Cars A Month

LETS TALK
1. Commission to 35%
2. F & I Bonus Pay
3. Great Hours
4. 5 Day Work Week
Contact
Bill Blackburn, General Manager
Brandon Auto World - Murray, KY
(800) 455-5315-(270)753-5315

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost,
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experi
ence and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
of Murray, 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray.
ELECTRIC base board
heaters, frost free refrigerators, electric stoves, good
used carpeting and air
conditioners. 753-4109
WANTED: STANDING
TIMBER LARGE OR
SMALL ACREAGE
436-5700
436-5727
753-2533

$1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS
Full-time RN or LPN 7 p.m.-7 a.m.
Competitive salary based on experience.
Excellent working conditions.

150
Articles
For Sale

Apply in person at:
Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane, Mayfield, KY 42066
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
247-7890

FOR RENT
Showcase Space inside
Charlie's Antique Mall at
Hazel Get 42 cubic/ft for
$1 00 per/day. We sell for
you. 270-492-8175
G E Stove, clean, nice
$50 753-7481
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MOTORCYCLE helmets.
work boots, camouflage
clothing, holly propylene
underwear. Jerry's Sporting Goods 270-247-4704
MOVING Sale: Deep
freeze chest $125, Kenmore washer & dryer,
$400. Amana microwave
$50. microwave cart $200.
two new twin arch headboards (white) $35 each,
Barbie Beach Ranger
$150 (Power wheel), Limited Edition Jeep $175
(Power wheel), Barbie
christmas dolls (best offer), 3 1/2 ton central heat
& air unit $450. new vanity
$75, new commode $40,
desk with bookshelf $100.,
kitchen table and chairs
$100. Call 753-0189

Nurse Practitioner or
Physician Assistant
ARNP or PA-C needed for physician
office. Needed for 32-36 hours per
week. Excellent benefits and
compensation package available.
Please send resume to:
PO Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Join Westview's Long Term Care Team,
now hiring Nursing Assistants. Training
will he provided. Great benefits package. Positions for 7-3, 3-11 and 4-7 p.m.
Apply in person at Westview, 1401
South 16th St, Murray, KY 42071.
Equal Opportunity Employer

BEAUTY AND
BRAINS
From gorgeous color
breakmakeup to
through skin care products. Feel-good fragrances to scientifically advanced formulas,
Mary Kay has all you
need to look great and
live smart.
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Tiking hallthcam new places.

NOTICE
Water Plant Operator Trainee
Position:
Department: Water Division

Cleona Wade

Minimum salary for the position (depending
on training and experience) $7.92 per hour
plus benefits.
City of Murray benefit package includes
health insurance, life insurance, retirement
plant, longevity, wellness plan, sick, vacation
and personal days.
Job applications and description for the above
listed position are available at the City Clerk's
office located in City Hall at 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position, please contact
the Personnel Offici at 270-762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m. Wednesday, February 6, 2002.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Drug screening will be required of
successful applicant.

Mary Kay Independent
Beauty Consultant

100
BuSiness
Opportunity
A-1 cleaning House and
office Call 759-9553
HELP
Nanny
Wanted
7am-5pm weekdays Non
Smoker for a 1yr. &
5yr old Salary based on
experience
References
required Call 210-5421
ask for Melanie
NEED someone to watch
4 yr old 1-8 pm in my
home 2-3 days a week
Must have references
994-1620 5pm-8pm
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and on weekends
Call 759-9215 Have references
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
WILL do office and house
cleaning 753-1016

HOMEWORKERS
Needed
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs
HOMEWORKERS
Needed
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs

Computws
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

www.murrayledger.com

320
Apartments For Rent

Computers

I WANT YOU!!!

The City of.Murray has the following job
opportunity:

Personals
DIVORCE Hurts Find Help
at Divorcecare. Weekly
seminars at Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church February 7th to
May 2. 2002 Register
Now. 753-5809 or 4365540

RN/LPN
Our Long Term Care facility is currently seeking
nursing professionals for a
full time 2p-10p position.
Also available is a weekend option position 6p-6a
Saturday.

060
Help Wanted

(270)658-3139
.ww.mar
)k
camcorder
time
OLD
Works good
w/case
Needs new battery. $100
759-9215
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
THINKING about getting a
Dish Network satellite system? Think FREE call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite for details or ask about
100 channels for only
$9 00 a month for one
year 877-455-0901
160

I

Home Furnishings
1
3 piece sectional with
sleeper and recliner $200
759-1856
NEW shipment of living
room suites recliners &
bedding All at great savings! Carraway Furniture
105N 3rd 753-1502

I

CRAFTSMAN lawn tractor
1BR apt available all ap$1,200 OBO 753-9590
pliances furnished Mur190
Cal Realty 753-4444
Farm Equipment

ME

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
Serving The Community
/Sine• 1934

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR...
CASE PH
Tractors & Equipment
BUSH HOG
Mowers & Box Blades
INGERSOLL
Lawn & Garden
MAYRATH
Augers
RHINO
Mowers & Posthole Diggers

CASE
Construction Equip
GREAT BEND
Front End Loaders
KUBOTA
Tractors &Lawn acmcler.
PANORAMA
Hay Equipment
UNVERFERTH
Tillage Equipment

KUHN
Tillers
GREAT PLAINS
No-Till Ones
LELY
Hay Equipment
PETTIBONE
Hi-Litt Loaders
WOODS
Zero-Turn Mr

(270)753-3062 • 503 Walnut St.• 1-800-852-9736
1997 7810 JD MFWD
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual &
weights, all the extras Call
(270)492-8192
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD $35
Delivered 437-4718
FIREWOOD Also
service 436-2562

tree

Mobile Homes For Sate
16X80 93 Mobile Home,
with two porches Must be
moved. $14.000
4892054
1989 14x80 mobile home
Must be moved $9.800
753-0179.270
1995 16x80 Classic mobile
home 3 bedrooms. 2
bathrooms Excellent condition Call 753-4847
2001 Buccaneer Mobile
Home with deck 767-0887
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 20yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois. 437-3939.
LOOKING for a new
home? Take a look at
Sunshine's fine line of
homes. You will see a difference. Arrowhead Home
Sales, Inc -3124 Hwy 79NPans. TN. 641-6900 or toll
free 1-877-754-6900
RELIANCE HOMESINC.
Double wide 3bedroom set
delivery, with a/c concrete
footers, electric./water/sewer, connections, underpinning. side by side ref.with
ice maker in door just
$262 per month call (270)
767-9442

1BR Apartment, available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus
No pets. 753-5980
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR Apt. Near MSU.
appliances furnished. C.1-1/A
$275. 753-4181 or
489-2181.
1BR duplex log cabin near
lake Furnished, Cit-I/A,
water included $250 per
Month 474-8272
1BR., nice quiet area
753-8588
1BR., Univer. Hgts. Stove,
refrig. WiD DW lease no
pets. $325imo. M-f 8-5
753-4937. 2BR , 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking. extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR., edge of town. washer & dryer $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 & 4br.apts. avail Diuguid
Drive Coleman RE 7594118
APT for rent, 3br, appliances furnished, CiFiA. near
MSU $400 month 7594696
CONDOPLEX 3br. 2 bath
Available January 5,2002
$7001mo
Deposit required
753-0834

EXTRA nice 2br.. 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905.
FOR rent 2br duplex
$375 2br apt. S325 in
northwood. 759-4406
FORREST View Apart
ments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications
280
for 2br townhouses, basic
Mobile Homes For Rent
rent $325/ month Office
2BR Rent to own 14x70 Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Coleman RE 759-4118
Opportunity
3 Bedroom Mobile Home
for rent No pets. deposit &
lease required S300 per NEW 3 BR 2 bath Apt All
appliances furnished Day
month. 270-436-2609
NICE 2br, Mobile home #753-7813 Night 753-7903
NEW 3 BR 2 bath Apt All
No pets 753-9866
appliances furnished Day
#753-7813 Night 753-7903
NICE 2br duplex
Business Rentals
1815 Ridgewood
753-7457
OFFICE Building for ren
RED OAKS APTS.
or lease, 4,500 s f unde
Special
roof 753-9562
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From 5325
Call Today!
Bedroom Furnished
1
753-8668.
$225 a month No Pets
753-3949
Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br apts
1 Block from MSU.
Section 8 housing
1 bedroom $250 month
753-8221
1650 Ryan-West
EHO
753-2649
Bedroom
1
1 BR in Murray with appli- VACANTances $260 Rent Deposit apartment $250 Also 2
Bedroom apartment $275
753-7953
1 Br. Eff $150 per mo per month Call 753-5292
partial utilities furnished VERY nice 2 bedroom. 2
bath duplex located on
753-9826 or 753-2934
1 OR 2br apts near down- quiet culdesac One car
town Murray starting at garage all appliances including microwave and
$200imo 753-4109
washer & dryer 759-5885
182 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Rooms For Rent
Wednesday. Friday
759-4984
Phone
FURNISHED room in
Equal Housing
home Non - Smoker, priOpportunity
vate bath, access to kitch1-2. 3br apts furnished. en / laundry $ 300 Rent
/
near MSU 753-1252 or $300 Deposit
759-9020
753-0606
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LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
kitchen & bath .70 channel cable plus five premium All utilities included
except for phone Walk to
Hospital or down town industry $45/week plus deposit of $125 References
519-0424

2 BR house For rent o
sale New Concord 753
8127
2, 3, AND 4 br Houses
Near down town Murray
753-4109
2 3, AND 4 br Houses
Near down town Murray
753-4109
309 Woodlawn Rent or
Rent with option to buy.
3br. 2 bath, C/H/A, S495 a
month plus security 4742520
house in town
3BR
Stove refng , W/D, lease,
no pets $495/mo M-F 8-5
753-4937
4 BDR Home xtra nice,
great location Call 7533474 after 5pm
4 LARGE BR., 2 bath,
newly painted and carpeted Large brick home on
quiet street 70 channel
cable and 5 premium
channels
included
$495/mo First and last
months plus $400 security
deposit & references 5190424
FOR Sale or rent Cutely
remodeled house. 517
South 7th St Call after
5 00 p.m. 753-2452
HOUSE for rent 2 bedroom, 1 bath, storage
building. No Pets inside
house. References Call
Joyce Underwood
(270)898-2340
SOUTH of Hazel, Tennessee 3br, 2 bath $375 per
month rent plus deposit,
lease, references
492-8526

Sat., Feb. 2, 2002 - 10:00 a.m.
Paris, In. - From Pans take Hwy. 641 N. 6 miles.
Auction is on the right. Auction signs will be posted
Selling' Paris Restaurant & GI,
Equipm,
IIIGHLIt.flls

P.tR[JAL

Complete Nettlerrient do ot ',le I urh..f; ,g, 1,011e
Not te,iont.ihe tot

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

Doug Taylor Auction Service
200 ,Adkins I.ane
Puryear, Tennessee 38251
Telephone (731) 247-3784
Doug Taylor. Auctioneer & Realtor
To. Lk:. #2027 - Finn #1782
"Taylor Made A ifCtiMIN Are Better."
440

Lots For Sale

We will not knowingly accept any advertisin2
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are a% ailable on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance v. ith Fair !lousing
Advertising requirements. contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703) 648- I OM.

LOTS for sale Starting a
511.000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Unit,
,
Available

753-3853

COMMERCIAL building for
rent aprox 2.100 sq ft on
121 bypass, could be used
for retail business, office or
restaurant Phone 7536855

753-7407• Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
WE Buy Houses.
Offered

David Borders

270-534-4500
A affordable hauling. Junk
www CP1homebuyers com clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
470

-1

AUTO LOANS

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn Lynn Grose. K.
Lynn (rove. From Niayfield. Ky.
take 121 South through Coldwater. Turn south onto Hwy 1836.
Auction signs posted.

From Murray, k take Hwy 94 West to

Mr. Roger Mitchell and others, starting at Ill a.m., will sell their
nice lot of carpenter and machines: and mechanics tools.
Ike new Black Max air compreor- by Coleman Craftsman tool his'. - Craftsman tool
, s and work bench - Craftsman airsockets. Craftsman sockets sets and wrenches -attsman 12 inch wood lathe - 6 inch Craftsman planer - Craftsman radial arm saw •
,aftsman 12 inch two speed tilt head hand saw 12 inch CratiSillan table saw - ('talisman
roll saw - 15 1/2 inch tree standing drill press Craftsman super router - Craftsman hatr charger - Craftsman hand sander - like new I int:ohs:2.75 At-DC welder new fire power
XYGEN acetylene set - skill plunger router new drill hit sharpener - 13&D circle saw
3'4 inch socket set - 42) sets of gear \lren,..hc. - pipe cutter and threaders - drill hits - (21
. 4 inch ridged pipe wrenches - route' guide and hit. - ssm,osl clamps bench grinder - side
grinder work bench - 1/2 drill motor owl, air ciiinrre,sor
saw ,
. - air wrenches
and tools - large set of logging tongs - Fisher tree standing wood hurmg stose - 3 new Burkscent lights - new nails - like new doors and ;wither - Mitchell was a ma,hinest • Will sell a
nice metal machinists chess
it the trade brand names Seareft. Lufkin. Pratt and
Whitney and others - 7511 Gold Wing motorcycle needs \ urk - nice 1491 Ford %an loaded
new roll top desk - corner glass door china cabinet - niLe gun case - soffee table - nice dinst
w/.6 chairs and glass door timid cabino - fishing equip. garden tools - lh foot
•,t ladder - Craftsman wet dry N.acuum extension cords jackets - small office ret
c 5 H.P. teller Hummingbird fish locater Will sell sonic other small items - some glass
• as and pans alter lunch
Auction will be held inside. I,unch available. Not responsible for accidents.

For our auction needs phone 435.4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane - Tern Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W.Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
lictwed &Boded in ik% & Tenn #12811.ion2i11

of

r
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Livestock 8 Supplies
ALFALFA hay for sale

436-2181
BERMUDA HAY: Horses
or cattle love it, quality
guaranteed, delivery available. call Jerry, (731)6697366

OVER 3.000 sq ft unde
roof in this well built home
3 bedroom. 2 1/2 bath.
fabulous sun room, dining
room seats 20 $168.000
WOW! Campbell Realty
759-8780

INVESTORS &
STU•
DENTS
DON'T
MISS
OUT! YOU COULD HAVE
THIS NICE 3 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOME WITH UNFINISHED
BASEMENT
ONLY 5 BLOCKS FROM
MSU FOR ONLY $69,000
CALL KIM AT CENTURY
21 SHRE 1-888-689-7473

7,,ssow

HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

LARRY'S ELECTRIC
License master electrician.
Residential, commercial
Install and repair
Service work.
New and old construction
436-5944, Murray.
Seniors Discount
MAGIC Carpet Cleaners
Steam cleaners $65 per
house, $25 per room 7599834 Leave Message

MOVING
Lamb Brothers

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
WILL do housecleaning
call 270-354-8201

FREE Woman's clothing
sizes small and petite. Call
753-0010 between 1-8pm

FENCING

Wanted
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
WANT to lease air or dark
Free Estimate Insured.
fired tobacco base Call
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
(270)492-8192
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump WANTED fleet side short
grinding. firewood. Insur- box for 1964 Chevy truck
No rust Call 436-5392
ed 489-2839.

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979
MIPLKCIC.ING

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

NIGHTS:
492-8219 • 753-1833
753-6191

2000 Chevrolet, short bed
ex cab 3 door, loaded 4x4
Pickup Less than 15.000
miles. Eike new! $19,000
753-6065
GRAIN or Dump truck, 14
1/2 ft Midwest bed, twin
Cylinder 1966 GMC, 1
THREE bedroom 2 bath owner,
46,xxx
miles
executive Condo $93.000 $3.950 Days- 753-7668
Furnished-great buy, or Nights- 753-4919
Three bedroom 2 bath
home sunroom, bonus
room over garage Extra
ClassItIsis
building with shop & small
efficiency. 753-1150
270-753-1916

Ledger a Times

2 miles North of Murray

on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floors joists under house,
for sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731447-5422

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Put Your Special Valentine's Day Picture &
Message Or Love Line In The Paper Feb. 14, 2002.
sok et^
PICTURE

HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted. No Job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE

460

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth-

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Wiggins Furniture

Luke Lamb

DAYS:
753-5273 753-0133

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
ENGLISH horse trainer. All
breeds all disciplines
731 247-5935

#1 & #2 available in most colors

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

1-800-611-6854
:1-270-753-2555

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
Used Trucks
(270)436-2113
1998 Nissan Frontier XE COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Black, with Rhino bedliner
•Lawn Maintenance
50.xxx miles $7500 OBO
*Leaf Pick-up,
767-0569
•Bed mulching.
270-753-6772
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Wafters. 753-2592.

Sat. Feb. 2, 2002 10 a.m.

Homes For Sale

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Moving Co.

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
PROVINE Electric
Residential & Commercial,
Liscensed & Insured Free
Estimates. Owner Chris
Provine Day: 270-8539562, Night: 270-759-8396

Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before. Loans available for bankrupt, bad credit, no credit. No cosigners necessary.
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-992-7334

ESTATE AUCTION

Rost Estate

Phone (270) 759-4734

Lam b Brother

1

Senice Doesn't ir4. It Pat

AKC Boston Terrier Male
First shots/wormed $350
492-8234

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

11filia50EIlL_,L.A.Nre

A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling, tree work,
1991 CR250 Excellen cleaning out sheds, gutter.
Gond Fast $1000 Cal junk clean-up. 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
767-0557 after 4pm
Stump Removal
492-8737,
Sport Utility Vehicles
111:31
437-3044
Free Estimates
90 Ford Bronco Eddie BaAFFORDABLE
Electric
767Addition
$4600
uer
•Commercial,
9925 after 3pm
•Residential,
-Remodel.
Used Cars
'Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays".
1967 Crown
Victoria,
Dave Myers 759-2488.
90,xxx miles, beige, one
AHART & Culver
owner
kept.
garage
Septic Installation.
53,200 753-8329 after
Also top soil and gravel.
6 00pm
437-4838 or (270)5592000 Toyota eamry LE
4986.
9.500 miles, loaded, warALL Carpentry Service
ranty. $15.500. 753-2720.
From Foundation to
Buick
Skylark. needs
88
Finish
engine Has new -tires,
18Yrs experience
great body. $500 759New Construction4268 after 4:30pm
Remodeling• Repairs*
93 Buick Century, uses no
Concrete Work.
oil, loaded, excellent conAGC Certified.
dition
148.xxx
miles,
435-4272.
$2,000 Call Louis Sims
ALL Carpentry,
435-4350
Electrical,
96 Cadillac STS. Crimson
New Const Home & Mored, 93.xxx miles. Very
bile Home repair. Termite
sharp. $11,500. 060. For
& Water Damage, Remore info 270-436-2667.
placement Windows. Vinyl
'97 Dodge Neon. 4dr.. au- Siding,
Painting, Decks.
tomated. One owner, A-1 Call Larry Nimmo
condition. 72.xxx miles.
753-9372, 753-0353.
753-0114
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
MUST sell 2001 Legania
ROY HILL.
CDX, Sunroof, All power.
Septic system, gravel,
28.000 miles Call 753white rock
9216
436-2113.

THINKING about building
a new home? Why not
consider a new Sunshine
home for about 1,2 the
price? 712 or 5/12 roof
pitches available on most
models. Come by and see
for yourself Arrowheao
Home Sales. Inc -3124
Hwy
79N -Paris.
TN
6416900 or toll free 1-877
754 6900

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Motorcycles & ATVs

460
Homes For Sale

Public Sale

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

Gem Puckett• Darren Jones•Jai quelvn Watson

We take over payments
Any price or Condition

iseitAmes

"We Specialize in Cleaning."

Global Mortgage Link

OAKWOOD
Terrace.6
tenth acres with hardwood
trees 30 ft. tall and is couple par five from Oaks
C.0 $12,000. OBO. 7594712,

Public Sale

David's Cleaning
Services

YOU SHOW US:
.Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•I00% loan, no money down • Flexible. forgiving program
.Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

ING

**Auctioneer's Note: If you are runatig or thinking of run- fling a restaurant or grocery don't miss this auction.**

State laws forbid discrimination
the sate.
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.

•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U -Hauls
-Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

us

1997 Mod. HLPW (3)8 ft. Produce Hill. Phoenix 11) 12 ft.
Produce Hill. Phoenix w/set of ends. 36" lineup + 1995
Mod. LSA Kysor Warren MultiDeck Frozen 121 8 ft',(4)6
ft. + glass display show cases(2)6 ft.0)4 11. + 1993 MOD
539V38 Kysor European Deli case (It 12 ft. 11)8 ft. + lh
60 qt. Hoi:iart mixer + 1987 MOD - XDFCTyler single
island Frozen food (2) 12 ft.. (2)8 ft. w/end caps + (I i 3
door refrigerator. 8 it.. 30" doors, self-contained + 1994
deli show case, refrig. (pies/cakes). I 5 ft. + D6L1-6
Kysor Warren MultideckIdairy I 1) 6 ft. + 1994 HE76F
pizza/cheese display case, optima refrig. (1) 6 ft. + 1993
PT-8M Pizza Make Up Display case. refng., Barker,(118
ft + 1992-05059 European Bakery Deli case lighted, dry.
i2)5 ft. + 1992-S1AG Pizza or Deli/Cheese _display. retrig.
(1)8 it. + (I)Misc. W/I Cooler w/coil. 10\10 +(3) Berkel
bread slicers + I) battery operated. handl-cap cart (Cart
Marti + misc. refrig. coils + 280 ft. Gondola shelving +
Misc display rack. mag. racks + produce type garbage disposal + 1 Ii2'x4' cast iron charcoal grill + 2-door gun sale
on casters + misc, drop in 2x4 ceiling lights + old antique
produce scales + cash register/store use + Spot roll-around
freezers +( I Nolin ice cream case I hand dip)6 ft. + bakery items + bushel. 1/2 bushel baskets + old time clocks +
produce display tables, misc
+I I) 12 ft.. 2 comp. s/s
sink w/2 drain boards + Ii 4.s7, s/s sent-a-hood sidex. make up air + stand up wall mount drinking fountains + 4
wheel carts + pallet Jackets + (2i soft drink machines (good
cond. I + 121 floor scrubbers + I 1 s steamer + table top wrappers + s ideo/monnors + computer monitors + miss: +is
tables + 4 ft.. 6 It.. 8 ft.. 10 11 r10k. tssp tahlearames + misc.
2 comp. s/s sinks + butcher block tables v,is/. + oak display
cabinets + heat lamps + i3i omp mice machine + I I 2
comp s/s sink w/garhage disposalidrain hoards + misc
dunnage racks meat slicer + 421 sates + s
safe + old copy nii-tatines + °Bice desks + 11111st sized-table
tops + (21 coat racks + too much - snore to list

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.

PREMIER MINISTORAGE

Your Fall Home Improvement Headquarters

_

PUBLIC AUCTION

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

CREEKVIEW STORAGE 520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

460
Homes For Sale

no

e‘ov EACH
more than too per in‘lure and no more than 12 word,'

LOVELINE $6.00 EACH (no more than 20 utod,1
•

ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
For the return of picture you must send a self-addressed stamped envelope

L

Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon, Wed., Feb. 6th.

'PRIM

EDGER &TIMES
Statewide
Classifieds

Attn: Classified

Advertising Department
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

BUILDINGS
MISCELLANEOUS
•A NEW START! Get your
*STEEL
BUILDINGS 'INVENTORS-Product CDL in 15 days and earn
SALE: 5,000+
sizes. Ideas Wanted! Have your 40K your first year. No
40x60x 14,
S10,007: product developed by our Money
Down,
50x75x 14,
$13,082; research and development Transportation, Lodging
50x100x16.
$17.726; firm and professionally pre- and Meals provided. Call
60x100x16, $19,653. Mini- sented to manufacturers. 1-877-274-7883.
storage buildings, 40x160, Patent
Assistance
•AVON Want an office with
32 units. S16.914. Free Available.
Free
all the comforts of home?
brochures. www.sentinel- Information:
1 -800-54Work at home! Avon reprebuildings.corn
Sentinel IDEAS
sentative work when and
Buildings. 800-327-0790,
REAL ESTATEJREAL
where they choose. Let's
Extension 79.
ESTATE FOR SALE
talk. 888-942-4053.
COMPUTERS
*DALE HOLLOW LAKE 'DRIVER-Si .000/WEEK
*NEED A COMPUTER Lake Log Cabin $69,900. SALARY for OTR compaBUT NO CASH? You're New cabin w/barns on 6 ny drivers. Owner operaapproved! Financing guar- acs. Paved roads, all utili- tors enioy $4,000 Sign-On
anteed! No cash needed ties. Grand opening Feb. Bonus and plenty of hightoday! Bad credit okay! No 16th limited parcels avail., dollar
freight.
CDL-A
credit check-no credit turn- EZ Financing. Call Now required. 800-473-5581.
downs! (800) 947-7988. (866) 770-5263 ext. 737.
eoe.
www.pc-credit.com.
•NEW LOG CABIN on 3 *DRIVER
TRAINEES
FOR SALE
acres with free boat slip & NEEDED-Earn While You
private
lake
access. Learn-Werner and other
•BUY FACTORY DIRECT
Tennessee
mountains. carriers are hiring. 15-Day
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Near 18 hole golf course. Training. Weekly home
Payments From
$69,900. Terms Call 1-800- time available. $650-$900
$25/month. FREE Color
weekly. plus benefits. Calf
Catalog. Call Today 1-800- 704-3154 x 237.
1-800-309-0592.
842-1310
RESORTS RENTALS
www.np.etstan.com
'DRIVER -COVENANT
*COMPLETE SATELLITE •"GET MARRIED' Smoky TRANSPORT Now offering
SYSTEM with 2 receivers Mountains Areas Most Per
Diem
Pay
for
installed
Chapels, Experienced Teams, Solos
for
less Beautiful
than$50.00. Call 502-254- Ordained
Trainers.
Ministers. and
0/00768 or 1-866-398-3474.
Complete Arrangements. Solos/Teams 83c Plus fuel
Honeymoon/Family surcharge. Call 1 -888FOR SALE
Cabins.
Breathtaking MORE-PAY (1-888-667'USED UTILITY POLES
Views.
Fireplaces 3729)
For Sale. Good Condition.
Wedding Arrangements 1- *DRIVERS, over the road.
51,850/51.950 per land800-893-7274, Vacation 35 States. Flat W/sides,
Delivered,
Call Lodging 1-800-634-58
14 late model conventionals.
Winstead@ 1-800-647smokyweddings corn
3 years experience. $2,000
6221.
Sign On Bonus. Start .34cHELP WANTED
38c mile+ benefits. Call
•FRIENDLY TOYS AND
(800) 444-6648.
TRUCK DRIVERS
GIFTS wished to thank our
HELP WANTED
*DRIVERS: Solos up to
customers,
hostesses. •SSSCAREER
TRAIN- .34c, Teams up to .413e,
advisors for their record 1NG$$$•15
Day
CDL Contractors .81c all miles.
breaking
2001. Cash
Training 'Companies HIR- Lease options avail. (Zero
prizes, trips. Join our ING
TODAY!!! 'Earn up to down.) Holiday orientation
Friendly Family. 1-800$800 per Week 'Tuition pay. Burlington Motor
488-4875.
Reimbursement 'Benefits Carriers 1-800-583-8809.
*TEACHER
RECRUIT- Available *Get $$ While 'PROFESSIONAL DRI1 -800-883- VER: $0 DOWN LEASE
MENT FAIR-Sponsored by Training!
Western Virginia Education 0171CodeKYS www cdl- PURCHASE. Lowest payConsortium -Friday, web.com
ments in the industry!
February 8(4 p.m.-8 p m )- •DRIVER-We Keep you Average .92c/loaded mile.
Saturday, February 9 I 9 Rollin! Start up to 35c/mile 1 year OTR required. EOE.
a.m - 2 p.m.) - Salem Civic Loaded/Empty, Excellent Call Tony, Bob or Sam 1Center, 1001 Boulevard, Benefits, Direct Deposit, 800-553-CRST
(2778).
Salem, VA -Participating Tarp
Code:
KYST.
Pay,
Assigned Job
school divisions will solicit Conventional drive home. www.crstvanex.com
applications to fill 1200 800-441-4271 ext.-ET135. 'SWIFT TRANSPORTA
vacancies. For a uniform •DRIVERSS
- Experience TION is hiring experience
lob application and infor- the power of
pride at USA and inexperienced drivers
mation
visit Truck. Top pay
up to and 0/0 CDL Training is
www wypec.org or call .43c/mile.
Inexperienced? available. We offer great
540-831-6-414 or 540-831- Tuition
reimbursement pay. benefits, tuition reim6391. Participating school avail. 0/0's
welcome. 800- bursement. 800-231-5209
divisions:
Allegheny, 237-4642
ask for Kyra (eoe-m/f)
Bland, Botetourt, Craig.
•DRIVERS*TRUCK
TRACTOR
DRIVING
Danville-Floyd. Franklin,
Giles. Henry Martinsville, TRAILER 'New Model SCHOOL oNo Money
Conventional
Tractors Down ciEarn up to $35.000
Montgomery,
Patrick,
'Quality Home Time •Full your first year '100% -Job
Pittsylvania,
Pulaski.
Assistant
Roanoke City. Roanoke Benefits 'Regional & OTR Placement
NO
STU- 'Company
Tuition
County, Salem and Wythe. Positions.
DENTS.
ARCTIC Reimbursement.
CALL
*TRAIN
AND
WORK EXPRESS, Hilliard, OH TOLL FREE 1-877-270CLOSE
TO
HOME! 43026 1-800-927-0431. 2902.
Choose from one of 7 Job www.arcticexpress.com
Corps centers across the
•GET TRAINED, GET
state and receive free
training right here in HIRED, GET PAID-Get
Your Class A CDL And A
Kentucky. Job Corps staff
will help you plan your Great Job Making $34K +
career, find a great lob Benefits 1st Yr. No Money
close to home and earn Out Of Pocket, While
Tuition
more money when you Training,
graduate. Get your GED or Reimbursement Available
high school diploma while No Employment Contracts
living on a Kentucky Job 800-219-7593.
Corps center Residential *PAID COL TRAINING get
and non-residential pro- paid while training for
grams available Ages 16- placement with
major
24
Call
1 -866-JOB trucking company. Earn big
CORPS for more informa- money! Commonwealth
tion about a center near Truck Driving School Call
you,
toll free 877-970-4043

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have pseudohypoparathyroidism for which I take
10,000 units of vitamin D a day.
Unfortunately, I am gaining too much
weight, despite the fact that I never
consume more than 1,500 calories a
day. Where is the weight coming from?
A weight-loss doctor says he can't help
me. What's your opinion?
DEAR READER: Put simply, the
level of calcium in the bloodstream is
controlled by the four parathyroid
glands, which lie in the neck, imbedded
in the thyroid gland. Too much or too
little serum calcium can cause major
health complications, including severe
mental changes, convulsions and
death.
When the parathyroid glands produce too little parathyroid hormone
(PTH), the blood calcium falls. This is
called hypoparathyroidism.
On rare occasions, patients are discovered to have dangerously low
serum calcium levels in the presence of
normal PTH. Termed pseudohypoparathyroidism, this inherited disorder is believed due to an abnormality in
bone and kidney responsiveness to
PTH. Treatment consists of calcium
supplements and additional vitamin D.
I am not aware that weight gain is a
problem resulting from your affliction
or its treatment. Perhaps you are gaining weight because of fluid accumulation or some other factor that is unrelated to your parathyroid status. In my
opinion, you should return to your
endocrinologist who will test you to discover if you have an undiagnosed metabolic abnormality that is to blame.
DEAR DR. GOTT: At the age of 68,
I've been diagnosed with thrombocytopenia. As I understand it, there is a
problem with the production of
platelets. Can you provide some information on my problem? Is it curable?

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
Almo, KY •753-1934
"Serving The Best BBQ, Ribs,
Pork & Chicken HOURS: Mon.& Tues. 10 a m -6p m
Wed - Fri. 10 a.m.-8:30 p m.• Closed Sat & Sun
Special orders for pick-up by
appointment on weekends

Callfor Friday Night Special

DEAR ABBY: Your response to
"Frustrated Wife," who had gained
PETER
more than 100 pounds and whose
husband had moved to another bedGOTT, M.D.
room, was way out of line. If that
man really loved his wife, he would
urge her to go to counseling with
him, and go with her to a diet clinic
where he could learn to support her
needs while overcoming her eating
problem, if that is, indeed, what she
DEAR READER: Thrombocytopenia has.
is a deficiency of platelets, the tiny
Abby, I am more than 100
blood cells necessary for proper blood pounds overweight. My husband
clotting. The condition results from fail- would never, ever tell me it was
ure of platelet production, increased food or him and to take my pick! He
rate of platelet destruction or acceler- has encouraged me to join him on
ated use of platelets.
walks and eat healthier foods with
Thus, common causes include him. This should be something they
leukemia, certain types of anemia, do together. This should be not only
allergic drug reactions, liver disease, a healthier eating experience for
chronic alcohol abuse, autoimmune her, but a bonding experience for
disorders (such as lupus), kidney fail- both of them.
ure, severe infections and cancer. As
You advised her to see a dietitian
you can see, these varied causes and then a psychotherapist, which
encompass a wide range of diseases.
are good ideas for long-term help.
In order to cure the thrombocytope- However, I think the more appronia, a doctor must first identify the priate action for her — and her
underlying affliction and treat it. To loving husband — is marriage councomplicate matters further, some seling. It takes many months to
patients exhibit low platelet counts gain more than 100 pounds, and for
without an identifiable reason. This is her husband to just now be haring
called idiopathic thrombocytopenia a problem means something more
purpura.
must have happened. I think her
weight problem is just another
Regardless of cause, the platelet
deficiency leads to easy bruising, symptom of the marriage heading
downhill, not just her love of food.
intestinal or respiratory bleeding, and
CINDY IN ARIZONA
— in severe cases — brain hemorrhage.
DEAR CINDY: I'm printing
As I mentioned, treatment involves
correcting the underlying disorder. In your letter because I received a
addition, steroids often have a striking- bushel of mail from overweight
ly beneficial effect. Finally, platelet women who felt I was wrong
transfusions may be necessary to pre- not to take her side. Pm sorry if
this sounds cruel, but obesity
vent life-threatening loss of blood.
Many types of thrombocytopenia are has reached such epidemic procurable, If, for example, a person is in portions in our country that the
the throes of a serious allergic reaction surgeon general has spoken out
to a drug, immediacte discontinuation of about it. It is a serious health
the offending medicine will permit the issue. Obesity is a trigger for
platelet count to rise. Obviously, causes diabetes, heart disease and sevsuch as leukemia and cancer are more eral forms of cancer. I refuse to
keep my mouth shut about it
challenging to control.
Therefore, my answer to your ques- because speaking out is politition about cure must be a qualified cally incorrect. My job is to give
readers honest answers. Read
"maybe." I encourage you to meet with
your doctor to review the possible on:
causes of your affliction, the tests that
DEAR ABBY: That poor woman
have been performed (a bone marrow
is a compulsive overeater with a
examination is mandatory to analyze
the cells that manufacture platelets) serious problem. It is an illness,
Abby — one that society doesn't recand what therapy would be appropriate
ognize.
for you. Don't delay. Uncontrollable
I agree the woman needs help,
thrombocytopenia can lead to disasbut that wasn't the point of her
trous health consequences.
letter. She asked if her husband
was justified in withholding sex.
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
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is rweI understand he may
not like the fact that she has gained
weight, but to cut her off and move
out of the bedroom is horrible. Marriage vows say "for better or for
worse."
REBECCA IN NEW ORLEANS

DEAR REBECCA: I agree the
woman is a compulsive
overeater, and there are organizations that can help her. (I
have recommended Overeaters
Anonymous for years.) Notice
that she didn't ask for a referral
for a self-help group.
As to the husband's "cutting
her off and moving out of the
bedroom" — I'm sure the man
would perform if he could. I
wish you could see the mail on
my desk from husbands who
have complained that they are
either so visually turned off
they can no longer do the deed,
or are physically unable to perform because of their wives'
girth.(Women married to overhave
weight
husbands
expressed similar stories.)
Remember, the woman
wrote:"My husband has repeatedly asked me to lose weight,
but I have not.... I think he
expects too much, as I love to
eat." That woman needs help,
not another enabler.
* •

Abby shares more than 100 of her
favorite recipes in two booklets: "Abby's
Favorite Recipes" and "More Favorite
Recipes by Dear Abby." Send a businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $10 (U.S. funds) to:
Dear Abby — Cookbooklet Set, P.O. Box
447, Mount Morris, IL 81054-0447.
Postage is included in price.)
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1 Bacon on the
hoof
4 Marshy tract
9 Camp bed
12 TV hookup
13 Usual practice
14 MPG monitor
15 Soft leather
17 Prickly pears
19 Beatty and
Sparks
20 Actress
Hatcher
21 Pack away
23 Taco base
27 Room
dividers
29 Prompted
30 Not in bed
31 Keogh alternative
32 Ballpark lob
34 Geologic time
period
35 Depart
36 Tommie of the
diamond

37 "Lou Grant'
lead
39 Walks dizzily
42 Robin's
residence
43 Hired a
lawyer
44 Chowder
ingredient
46 Fists. slangily
48 Submarines
51 All-purpose
truck
52 Works hard
54 Mouse-finder's cry
55 Naughty
56 Outbuildings
57 Type of
sauce
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5 Belt's place
6 Stomach
muscles
7 51 for Flavius
8 And so on
(2 wds )
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1 Pipe material
2 Freud. to
himself
3 Trail treat
4 Like some
horses
5
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history at Murray State College,
was the featured speaker.
Elected as new officers of Murray Magazine Club were Mrs. J.A.
Outland, Mrs. E.C. Jones, Mrs. 0.C.
Wells and Mrs. A.W. Russell at a
meeting at Calloway County Health
Center with Mrs. Outland as hostess.
Fifty years ago
An average of $36.58 per hundred weight was reported for the
sales of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market last week.
In games of Calloway County
High School Basketball Tournament, played at Murray State College Carr Health Building, Murray
Training won over Hazel and Almo
won over Lynn Grove. High team
scorers were Tommy Hale, MTS, J.
Alton, Hazel, Dee Farris. Almo, and
West, Lynn Grove.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 31, the
31st day of 2002. There are 334
eating a strong six-card suit in a
days left in the year.
North dealer.
hand ofless than opening strength.
North-South vulnerable.
Today's Highlight in History:
Sharif now boldly bid three
NORTH
On Jan. 31, 1950, President Truhearts despite his five high-card
+986
man
announced he had ordered depoints and dreadful heart suit. ObVAKQ 7
velopment of the hydrogen bomb.
himself
viously, he could not bring
•A 4
On this date:
to pass, but this action ultimately
+10 9 5 2
In
1865, Robert E. Lee was
came back to haunt him.
EAST
WEST
named general-in-chief of all the
spades,
four
to
jumped
West
4AQJ752
# K 10 4 3
and North, not knowing whether Confederate armies.
VJ6
p103
In 1958, the United States enhis side could make five hearts or
2
7
Q
•
•9 5
tered the Space Age with its first
whether the opponents could make
+76
K Q 83
successful launch of a satellite into
four spades, decided to cater to
SOUTH
orbit, Explorer I.
both possibilities by bidding five
#—
hearts. That closed the bidding,
In 1971, astronauts Alan B.
V 985 4 2
and Cohen led the K-A of clubs.
•K J 10 8 6 3
Shepard Jr., Edgar D. Mitchell and
Then,knowing a spade shiftcould
,J 4
4
Stuart A. Roosa blasted off aboard
serve no purpose, since South had
The bidding:
Apollo 14 on a mission to the
West to be void in the suit, Cohen continSouth
East
North
moon.
ued with a low club. This was the
4+
3
2+
1
In 1990, McDonald's Corp.
straw that broke the camel's back.
5
opened its first fast-food restaurant
of
nine
dummy's
ruffed
Tintner
Opening lead — king of clubs.
and in Moscow.
You might wonder how de- clubs with the jack of hearts,
In 2000, an Alaska Airlines jet
he
before
one
down
was
clarer lost a trump trick in this Sharif
plummeted into the Pacific Ocean.
started.
get
even
could
five
in
one
down
deal and went
Declarer had no trouble tak- killing all 88 people aboard.
hearts. However,it all came about
Ten years ago: Leaders of the
the rest of the tricks. He ruffed
ing
way.
natural
in a perfectly
of U.N. Security Council's member
The hand was played in New the spade return,cashed the A-K
then states held an unprecedented sumOrleans in the 1978 World Open trumps and A-K of diamonds,
estabdummy,
in
diamond
a
ruffed
mit, after which they issued a decPairs, North, Ahmed Hussein,
diamonds.
remaining
his
lishing
repand
Sharif
on collective security, arms
laration
Omar
partnered by
consolaresenting Egypt, opened the bid- However, this was little
control and nuclear non-proliferation for someone who had lost a tion.
ding with one club.
total
East,Leon Tintner,partnered trump trick with a combined
One year ago: A Scottish court
A-Kthe
by
headed
trumps
nine
of
representand
Cohen
by Nadine
in the Netherlands convicted
sitting
2-2 in the
ing France, overcalled with two Q and the trumps divided
and acquitted a second
Libyan
one
spades,a weakjump-overcall indi- opponents' hands.
the 1988 bombing of Pan Am
in
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. The state of Georgia hoisted
its new flag above its statehouse.
one featuring a smaller Confederate
CROSSWORDS
battle emblem.

I'VE PUT 017IE TO WORK
I.

ing the public to "Coffee Day" for
the Heart Fund on Feb. 1 at local
restaurants.
Murray City Schools and Calloway County Schools gave the
Multi-Media Standard Red Cross
First Aid course this week for their
bus drivers. Instructors were Mary
Jane Littleton, Sandra Turnbow and
Lucille Ross.
Forty years ago
Robert Hopkins received the Key
Award for his activities of Murray
Junior Chamber of Commerce and
Distinguished Service Award for
his contributions to the club and his
services as chairman of the Calloway County Fair Board at the annual JayCee Bosses' Night dinner.
Dr. Will Frank Steely, professor of

Hidden Asset

1

FEAR NOT,
JON!

Ten years ago
Jeff Green, Mayfield attorney,
was winner of the First District Senate race in the election Jan. 30.
Murray Chess players were winners at the Seventh Annual West
Kentucky Chess Open. They were
Mark Galloway, first place Class A.
Nathan Hughes, second place, Class
D, and Josh Price, second place,
Class B.
Murray State University Racers
and Lady Racers were winners over
Morehead in basketball games.
High scorers for Murray were
Frankie Allen for Racers and Jennifer Parker for Lady Racers.
Twenty years ago
Leslie Hopkins was crowned as
Murray High School Basketball
Queen at the games with Murray
Tigers and Lady Tigers winning
over Fulton City Bulldogs. Her attendants were Rebbie Houston, Kim
McCoart and Mary Burke. High
team scorers were Ronnie Pace and
Kim Tharpe for Murray and Kevin
Littleton and Angela Jones for Fulton.
The clergymen of Murray and
Calloway County will be honored
by Murray Civitan Club during
Clergy Appreciation Week, Feb. 15, at a dinner on Feb. 4, according
to Nick Horton, club president.
Births reported include a boy to
David and Cathy Rogers, Jan. 20.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of local
restaurant owners, Floyd Nixon of
Triangle Inn and Paul Maggard of
Jerry's Restaurant, with Martha
Alls, Murray-Calloway. County
Heart Fund Drive chairman, invit-

CONTRACT BRIDGE

ACROSS
to-1111', 714.1
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9 Photographer
Beaton
10 Choose
11 "— -Pan"
(Clavall novel)
16 Whimper
18 Desertlike
20 Loyal
21 Gulps down
22 Fortuneteller's
card
24 Yellow
pigment
25 Tempts
26 By itself
28 Hints at
33 Tournament
favonte
34 Foes
36 Fit of shivenng
38 Rip
40 Had a
question
41 Chew out
45 Bonny miss
46 Confer
knighthood
47 Hagen of films
48 Go quickly
49 Help-wanted
abbr
50 Outer space
53 Surprised
exclamation
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Test spots cancer genes
BOSTON (AP) — A new
Ncreening test can find colon cancer
in its early, curable stage by detecting extremely small traces of cancer genes in patients' stool.
The experimental test, still several years away from routine use,
offers an entirely new approach to
mass screening for colon cancer,
which will kill an estimated 48,000
Americans this year.
Doctors believe the test has the
potential to be much more accurate
than the current stool test, which
checks for blood. That test can also
detect the disease early, but it misses some cancers, and the ones it
finds. are outnumbered by false
alarms.
The new test looks for a gene
that is usually faulty in the earliest
stage of colon cancer. It finds the
gene inside cancer cells that are
sloughed off into the stool.
The test in its current form accurately found the bad gene in 57
percent of people with early cancer
or precancerous growths, but it
gave no mistakenly positive results
in people who were cancer-free.
Researchers say that with fine-tunlog, they can make the test 70 percent accurate and still avoid alarming false readings.
"All of these cancers are in the-

"All of these can"!
are in theory curable if
detected,"
Dr. Bert Vogelsteiri
ory curable if detected." said Dr.
Bert Vogelstein. "If we could detect
70 percent with a simple gene-.
based test, that would save a lot of
lives, and that's what we're shooting for."
Vogelstein
and colleagues
developed the test at the Johns
Hopkins Kimmel Cancer Center in
Baltimore. They described d in
Thursday's issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.
"Can you get out of going for a
colonoscopy by having this? Not
yet. But that is the hope, potentially. It's promising as far as it goes,"
said Dr. Barbara Conley, chief of
the diagnostics research branch at
the National Cancer Institute.
The new test represents a practical payoff of the revolution in
understanding how cancer happens. Scientists now know that
cancer begins with genetic mutations that,make cells lose their normal control over growth, and they
understand in precise detail many

of the genes and defects involved.
While much attention has been
on using this insight to find better
treatments, Vogelstein said more
precise screening methods are also
an important result, since "historically the best way to control cancer
is through early detection and prevention."
Colon cancer arises when four
or five genes become mutated. In
more than 90 percent of cases, the
first to go bad is one called APC.
APC is known as a cancer suppressor gene, since its usual duty is
overseeing other genes that regulate the normal cycle of cells'
growth and death.
Developing a test to look for the
bad gene involved solving two
technological challenges: finding
the APC gene itself in human stool
and then sorting out the bad copies
from the normal ones.
Only one in 1 billion strands of
DNA in stool comes from the person. The rest are bacterial. And
APC is just one of the 35,000 or so
genes inside every human cell.
Furthermore, even if someone has
cancer, as few as one in 250 copies
of the APC genes in their stool is
bad, since stool also contains many
more normal genes from non-cancerous cells.

President appeals to seniors to fight terrorism
DAYTONA BEACH,Fla.'(AP) — President Bush is
using his sixth trip to politically vital Florida to issue a
direct appeal for the nation's senior citizens to lend the
wisdom of their years to the fight against terrorism.
The president was continuing .his push for volunteerism on Thursday with a visit to the Volusia County
Fire Services Center and a speech before participants in
the Senior Corps.
He said he wants to call into service retired doctors,
teachers, police officers, or anyone who wants to help
through the USA Freedom Corps he announced as part
of his State of the Union address.
"There's all kinds of ways to serve the community.
We're looking for people to be mentors. We're looking
for teachers to teach in neighborhoods that may need
teachers," Bush said Wednesday night during an airport
rally after his arrival here."And by doing so, we stand
square in the face of evil. We tell the enemy,'You can't
get us."
The president was carrying the same basic message
later Thursday to Atlanta, where he planned to visit
Booker T. Washington High School to advocate the
Teach for America program before returning to
Washington for a late-afternoon meeting with German
Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder
The Daytona Beach rally, held inside a stuffy airport
hangar at twilight, illustrated that Bush's trip to the

...
.,

a
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m

South was not all about civic activism.
He held a baby boy who was passed to him from the
middle of the crowd, blushed a little to chants of "four
more years!" and put in a pitch for Rep. John Mica, RHa., saying: "In politics, they've got the talkers and
they've got the doers. John is a doer."
The president also promoted his brother, Gov. Jeb
Bush, who is seeking re-election, and noted the presence of Florida's House speaker and some state legislators. "I'm so honored that people came down from
Tallahassee to say hello to Jeb's little big brother," Bush
said.
The president then launched into a defense of the tax
cuts he pushed through Congress last year and the logic
behind them: That they were necessary to fend off
recession and encourage job creation.
"We made the exact right decision," he said. "Most
economists will tell you if you encourage a tax rise in
times of recession, it will make matters worse. That's
Economics 101."
Politics aside, Bush's two-day southern swing also
gave him a chance to flesh out the call he issued
Tuesday night for Americans to each put in 4,000 hours
of volunteer service during their lifetimes. He encouraged interested people to call a toot-free number, 1-87-7USA-CORPS,or log onto a Web site for more information.
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5:00 AM - 11:00 AM
cBreakfast Specials
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Tenderloin
2 eggs
Biscuit &
Gravy
Coffee

Your Choice of

2 eggs

Sausage/
Biscuit

Bacon or 41
Sausagia,„
Toast or,
Biscuit &
Gravy
Coffee

or

Country Ham/
Biscuit
BacontiBiscuit
with coffee

$138

$451

292
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On The Square Tor Over 6o Tears
Court Square • alurray • 753-1632
j-frs: cc/Wm-TH. 5 a.111.-2 p.m.
Sat. 5 a.m.-11 a.m.

Subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times

knocking down prices and
-Offering super specials for the
big game weekend.
Come take advantage of
these limited-time
special deals.
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2001 BUICK LESABRE
STK# 82041A 15000 MI & LEATHER
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NOW ONLY $

2000 OLDS ALERO

2002 CADILLAC DEVILLE

STK# X1039 SPORTY-SHARP - 21000 MI

STK# C2007 WAS $44165°°

SCORE TODAY AT

$12875°
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2001 PONTIAC GRAND AM
STK# X1144 NICE AND LOADED
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NOW $
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Prxe hid rebate

TODAY

$12899°
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2000 MERC. MYSTIQUE

95 CHEVY S10 P/U

STK# P2016A 23,000 MILES

STKIC0022D OUR OFFICE GIRL'S

SAVE $9925°''

ONLY

2000 CHEW CAMARO
STKO X1075A SLEEK AND SPORTY
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JUST

$16999°

STK* X1 130A 1 OWNER 1-TOPS
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2002 PONT. GRAND PRIX

2001 BUICK PARK AVE

97 CHEVY CAVALIER Z 24

STK# X1164 12000 MI LUXURIOUS

91 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

STK# P2017 17854 & 5.9/ 60 MO
$344.75 T.T.L. DOWN/ WITH APP CREDIT

STK# P2025A SUNROOF - PW-PL-LOADED

STK# X1162A LOADED AND CLEAN

FOR $24995Q°

GREAT DEAL $7875°

M

31 15QQ

GREAT BUY $
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Bill Blackburn

Wipp Purdom

Jim Sutter

'mice Asbrldge

Wes Mapes

Patricia Jones

111R
IM
AON 0111) WORLD
(270)753-5315

Murray KY - NEXT TO LOWE'S

CALL ILJS 'TODAY!

(800)455-5315
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With the tragic events of 2001 behind us,
we look to the future with great optimism
and patriotism for our country, and for
Calloway County. To all the businesses
in Murray and Calloway County we offer
our thanks and continued support in 2002.
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Old-Fashioned Fruit Drinks
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Heritage Monument Co.

National Truck
Body Repair

Keepsake Monuments,Inc.
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NEW OWNERS
In
Tung & Gerald Dinh
"We love to see your
child smile"

ALLERY

& TRAILER WORKS

Owner: Jayson Stahler
317 Stahler Lane(121 S. Murray)
753-2169•Cell 559-3222
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Brakes - Shocks - Oil Filter & Lube
Ronnie Green

514 S. 12th St.• Murray
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Consignment Boutique
Children's & Women's Apparel

Hwy.94 East • Murray
759-9303
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Breaktime
Billiards
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Hrs: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.• Lunch 1:20-2:00
106 N.4th St.•(270)759-1983
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Call Today
109 S. 15th St.• 753-5227
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Eyecare
Specialties ?,t

TAX SHOP
Carol A. Block, EA

Dr. Kevin M.Adams

415-A S. 4th St.• Murray
753-4668
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1701 Hwy. 121 N.• Murray
753-3688
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Murray's Largest Buffet
,
",' 406 N. 12th St.(Next to Pizza Hut) ,ir
Tv, ,,,,79-2348
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Hickory Woods

4

Ages 3 thru 6
212 N. 15th St.• Murray

Owners: Takina Bomar & Patty Knott

1997
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Montessori
Discovery School
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308 S. 12th St.• Murray
759-2500
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Custom Cabinets 8 Woodworking

Retirement Center

Nothing else looks or feels like home hut, we come close

102S. 12th St • Murray
759-3278
„ , , • NI '
•

84 Utterback Rd.•759-8700
.
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Owner — JeffHenderson
"20 Years Experience"
203 L.P. Miller St.•767-WOOD
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"New & Exciting Way of Doing Business"
CZ
ads.
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121 By-Pass • Murray
753-5315
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New Beginnings i)
,41
Daycare

1205 B Center Dr.• Murray
759-1926
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Beauty
4 Avon
Products
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1999
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Murray Bank

te CRAWFORD'S
BAR—B—QUE

Carol A. Block

Serving The Best BBQ, Ribs,
Pork & Chicken

Buy Or Sell Call:

753-4668

It

Member
FDIC

How Bank*Should Be

405 S. 12th St.• Murray
753-LOAN

Almo, KY•753-1934
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Chuck Jones - Tina Cunningham 1

;

626 S. 4th Street • Murray
270-753-7773
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/IA PERSONAL & HOMEOWNER LOANS
OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY
753-4992
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506 Suite C N 12th St
(located behind Subway)• Olympic Plaza
Murray. KY
Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-6 • Sat 9-4

FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Full Service Hair Salon • Walk-Ins Only!
Call Today! 753-0542
NrVAt-Scsi •
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Weather-Guard
Window Co.
200 N.4th St.
759-4766
Toll Free
1-888-321-0818
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Haircare
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Family
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CONOCO
KWIK STOP
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314 Main St.• Hazel, KY
(270)492-6392
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Replacement
Windows
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RED BARN

It Takes A Village
/iv
R
Childcare Center, Inc.,
)14

4 Minutes From
Murray on 94 W.
.

, \,
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CaK(111,

Blvd • 759-8780
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Nissan of Murray
47,
Cliestn:Zt.

1406 B N. 12th St.• At The Village

435-4770
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•753-8850
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New * Used * Consignment Furniture

HOTELS deSUITES

944 S. 12 St.• Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
767-9100• Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.

1504 N. 12th Street • 759-4449
11,
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"Fulfilling your needs witlta personal touch"

DINT Furniture
EXPRESS'
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Murray-Calloway
Funeral Home

ii

of Calloway
:
County
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1804 St. Rt. 121 N.• Murray, KY
753-8888
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
MEMORIES
for All Your Construction Needs
.t.
,;•/'

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. to 5 pat.• Sat. 7&m.to 12 Noon
1900 N.12th St.• Murray • 753-7229
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Orr Graphic Designer

667 Bakers Crossroads'Hazel Ky 492-8342
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Beasley Collectibles
UK • NASCAR
Collectibles, Memosbilla & Apparel

•

I,

500 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY
767-9950
4ni-5-117S-S
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Support'YourLocal A/level-Iran ts

Shop Murray Sz
Calloway Comity
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Murray High School
announces honor roll
Murray High School has
released the honor roll for the
second nine weeks period as follows:
NINTH GRADE
AU As
Elizabeth A. Bogal-Allbritten, Seth
B. Darnell, Isabel A. Duarte-Gray,
Heather J. Ferguson, Amanda C. Haugen, Mackenzie Z. Hoffman, Alison
F. Rashid, Chelsea L. Riggins and
Breanna Dr Volp.
All As and Bs
Henderson
Allgood,
Mallory
Davina T. Anderson, Cynthia A.
Blalock, Whitney Jo Bogard, Simian
C. Broughton, Kaci L. Carpenter,
Ashley B. Fannin, Bruce Adam Fisher. Katie E. Garland,
Tyler D. Geib, Rachel S. Klapper, Sara J. Mateja, Gerry B. Muuka.
Derek N. Nance, Jonathan J. Raj,
Kate K. Reeves, Nathan L. Smith, Morgan Grace Williams and Rachael M.
Williams.
10TH GRADE
All As
Megan L. Black, Julie Diane Denham. Haley E. Hart, Jordan E. Kelleher, Allison J. Kipphut, Emily R.
Seay and Charlsie R. Young.
All As and Bs
Christopher N. Bradley, Bretton
H. Brown. Lauren E. Clemson, Ryan
S. Cobb, Kyle A. Erwin, Shanna D.
Gibson, Blake P. Hoover, Christopher
L. King, Melissa June Loveridke,
Nathan -McCoy, Lauren F. Peal, John
-W. Rail, Cory R. Trenliolm„ Katie LT
Wagoner, Heather L. Waters and Erick
Edison Wilkins.
11TH GRADE
All As
Todd Ryan Broker, Tyler N. Harper, Lacey A. Latimer, William C.
Mathis, David Philip Montgomery,
Angela K. Oliver. James L. Quertermous and Kathryn E. Smith.
All As and Bs
Trevor J. Anderson, Christine M.
Bailey, Edward S. Baust, John Wesley Bellew, Jennifer Christine Bothwell, Derek J. Chandler. Amanda
Lynn Cline_ Allison R. Cross._ Sara
Cunningham—Kyle L. Dean, Brenna Kate Farrell,
Carley E. Faughn, Audrey J. Ferguson, Brian L. Fox, Holly J. Gibbs,
Anna K. Hill, Lauren E. Hines, Meghan
R. King, Chase T. Lambert, Elizabeth R. Leggett, Tiffany Riannon
McClain, Amy Ann Page, Gina N.
Pfannerstill,
Anthony Thomas Scarborough,
Sherrie M. Sexton, Shannon L. Shelby, Austin D. Swain, John H. Trevathan, Michelle S. Underwood, Jessica B. Wilburn, Summer P. Williams
and Allyson M. Zimmerman.
12TH GRADE
All As
Laura E. Bennett, Richard E.
Blalock II, Heather Lynn Bosse,
Mandy A. Brown, Sean P. Clemson,
Allysia D. Hood, Bryan D. Hopkins,
Samuel Jackson, Matthew E. Kelleher, Anna E. Scott, Michael T. Swain
and Hollie C. West.
All As and Bs
Jaleelah N. Al-alou, Emily Ryan

Allen, David Anderson Jr., Adam S.
Brockwell, John C. Byars, Floyd A.
Cogdell, Heather'R. Collins, Jessica
Nicole Connelly, Gary F. Crass.
Frankie Alan Crouch, Laura E. Darnell, Julie Ann Davenport,
Stephanie M. Donnelly, Adam D.
Ellis, Amanda M. Ellis, Amberly G.
Futrell, Ashley L. Futrell, Jacob
Garfinkel, Susan C. Hart, Megan G.
Haverstock,Jonathan C. Hedges, Maria
J. Himelick, Dana S. Hopkins, Ryan
K. Houston, Daniel J. Hughes,
Kayla Renee Kimbel. Carla Jean
Kingins, Zachary A. Kingins, Shannon N. Kipphut, Boone Q. Lane,
Richard Maddox, Thomas Masthay,
Robyn J. Mayfield. Elizabeth 0. Miller,
Tommy Mills, Brittany J. Overby,
Andrew D. Parker, Brandy S. Reed,
Heather Lynn Rogers, Megan E.
Schell, Mary M. Schneiderman,
Catherine L. Settle. Melissa G. Starks,
Kori D. Tabers, Amanda Taylor, Felicity Chimere Taylor, Chelsee L. Thompson, Ashley M. Tripp. Gregory P.
Vonnahme and Marshall 0. Welch.
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EXAMPLES OF THE'SUPER SAVINGS!
$899
$1,269
1-Rowe Sofa - Green
$1,699
$4,299
1-Henredon Enchantment Chest
$1,379.
$2,130
1-Hickory Hill Sofa & Loveseat - Gold
$1,997
$3,090
1-Hickory Hill Sofa, Loveseat & Chair
$2,721
$1,599
1-Thomasville Table & 6 Vaughn Chairs
$369
1-Pulaski Iron Bakers Rack
$1,249/
$5
E2a.
9 .. .$379/Ea.
1-Thomasville Wing Chairs - Plaid
$999
$1999
1-Desk Chair - Leather Burgundy
$1,899
$3,789
1-Thomasville Sofa - Earthtones
$1,399
1 -Broyhill Table & 4 Chairs - With Bakers Rack . .$2,600
$719
$399
1 -Sealy Sofa - Blue
$559
$839
1-Sealy Chair & Ottoman - Blue
$2,228
1-Ashley 4 Pc. Sofa, Loveseat, Chair, Ottoman - Poppy color .$4,459
$7,100
$4,099
1-Broyhill Bedroom Set - 7 Pc., Cherry
$1,099
$2,278
2-La-Z-Boy Sofa & Loveseat - Sage Green
$599
$1,185
2-Broyhill Loveseat - Red & Green Plaid
$255
$129
2-Broyhill Cocktail Table - Shaker Style
.$1,449
$729
2-La-Z-Boy Reclining Wall Saver Loveseat
$649
$329
2-Broyhill Wood Lateral File
$669
$339
2-Sealy Sofa - 11-aditional Plaid
$899
$449
2-Ashley Pillowback Loveseat - Taupe
$1,499
$799
2-La-Z-Boy Pair of Matching Recliners
50% Off
2-Select Discount Accessories
$900
$497
3-Oversize Chair & Ottoman - Pastel Floral
$799
$497
3-Twin Sleeper Sofa
$179
$97
3-Occasional Tables - Cherry Finish
From $97
3-Bookcases - Cherry & Oak
$1,757
$897
3-Sofa, Chair & Ottoman - Brown Colors
$2,320
$1,157
3-All Leather Sofa & Loveseat - Taupe Color
$270
$147
3-Metal & Glass Bakers Rack
$540
$297
3-Kitchen Island Server
$129
3-Bar Stools
$79
$/99
$97
3-Full/Queen Metal Headboards
$199
3-Computer Desk & Hutch
$300
(item located at 1-Supercenter/2-Benton/3-16th St.)

Children
try new
menu items
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
prune burgers were great, but grape-

fruit juice won't be showing up on
school menus if some of the government's official taste-testers have
their say.
"The hamburger was good. It
tastes like a grilled burger," said
Mustafa Mattocks, one of 20 students at Washington's Van Ness
Elementary School who tried several new products that the Agriculture Department may offer to
schools.
Mustafa, 12, said the burgers,
which are a blend of beef and prune
puree, were better than the usual
school fare. A raisin-tomato barbecue dip for chicken nuggets also
was a hit with the students at Tuesday's taste test.
The Agriculture Department is
under pressure from Congress to
bolster produce prices by buying up
surplus crops, including cranberries
and prunes, and giving them to
schools. Results from the taste test
will be tabulated and sent to
schools.
In a similar test last year in the
Los Angeles area, the sweet potato
pancakes were very popular, as
were snack bars made with dates
and almonds. Broccoli guacamole
was a dud, and so was an asparagus
version. The prune burgers and
pizza topped with a prune-based
sauce got better reviews.
USDA eventually intends to hold
regular school taste tests in seven
regions of the country.
"What we're really trying to do
is find new uses for the products
we've been purchasing," said Robert Keeney, deputy administrator of
USDA's Agricultural Marketing
Service.
Schools, however, are leery of
trying new products without evidence that kids will accept them.

Photo submitted

TO STATE ... Art Contest district winner Jace Mills (left photo) displays his winning entry from the Calloway County Conservation District
Art and Writing Contest. Mills is a student at East Calloway and is
shown with art teacher Margo McIntosh. Above, Stephanie Spann (at
right) is shown with Calloway County High teacher Karen No!cox. Spann
was the district winner in the writing competition. Both winning entries
were sent to compete in state competition.
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS THE #1 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FORNITURE!

Renton, KY

SUPERCENT111 3901 Ifieldeville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-600.7866224
Am hay 147 • frialsy 1.8 • Friday 10-8

fl,.ua,,1
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305 North Mali, Street Benton, KY
'.'il
527-3481 • 1.800-599-8224
Design
Assistance
Available

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Visit us at www.flerninithfraiture.cone

451 South 16th Street Paducah. KY
442-4465 • 1600450-6224

'$999 minimum purchase and make no payments or intenatiortfullyer. li IIId Purchms & OAC. "Excludes Value Priced km Closeouts, Special Sale Items, & Roam Solutions Does
Not Apply To Previous Purchases. Limited Quantities on NNW OM.Not dime
olors.lift Ads as shown. Interest accumulates.
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